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ABSTRACT
A 0.015 scale model of a modified version of the MDAC Space Shuttle Booster
was tested in the Naval Ship Research and Development Center 7 x 10 Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel during March 1971 (Test Number NSRDC 3110) to obtain
force, static stability, and control effectiveness data. This test was con-
ducted by Lockheed's Huntsville Research and Engineering Center for the Aero-
Astrodynamic Laboratory of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. Data
were obtained for a cruise Mach Number of 0.38, altitude of 10,000 ft
(q = 165 psf), and Reynolds Number per foot of approximately 2 x 10 6 . The
model was tested through an angle of attack range of -40 to 150 at zero de-
gree angle of sideslip, and at an angle of sideslip range of -6 ° to 60 at
fixed angles of attack of 0°, 60, and 150. Other test variables were elevon
deflections, canard deflections, aileron deflections, rudder deflections,
wing dihedral angle, canard incidence angle, wing incidence angle, canard
position, wing position, wing and canard size, canard control flap size and
dorsal fin size.
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number
(DMS-DR-1139) with four volumes as follows:
I. Canard Parametric Variations Data plot pages 1-525
II. Wing Parametric Variations - Size Data plot pages 526-1309
and Location
III. Wing Parametric Variations - Incidence Data plot pages 1310-1804
and Dihedral
IV. Surface Effectiveness, Model Buildup Data plot pages 1805-2207
and Directional Stability at High
Angles of Attack
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A 0.015 scale model of a modified version of the MDAC Space Shuttle Bo0ster
was tested in the Naval Ship Research and Development Center 7 x 10 Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel during March 1971 (Test Number NSRDC 3110) to obtain
force, static stability, and control effectiveness data. This test wea's con-
ducted by Lockheed's Huntsville Research and Engineering Center for the Aero-
Astrodynamic Laboratory of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. Data
were obtained for a cruise Mach Number of 0.38, altitude of 10,000 ft
(q = 165 psf), and Reynolds Number per foot of approximately 2 x 106. The
model was tested through an angle of attack range of -40 to 150 at zero
degree angle of sideslip, and at an angle of sideslip range of -60 to 60 at
fixed angles of attack of 0° , 60, and 150. Other test variables were elevon
deflections, canard deflections, aileron deflections, rudder deflections,
wing dihedral aeVgle, canard incidence angle, wing incidence angle, canard
position, wing position, wing and canard size, canard control flap size,
and dorsal fin size.
Plotted data for this test will be published under:one data report number
(DMS-DR-1139) with four volumes as' follows:
I. Canard Para'metric Variations Data plot pages 1-525
II. Wing Parametric Variati ohs - Size Data plot pages 526-1309
and Location
III. Wing ,Parametric Variations' - Incidence Data plot pages 1310-1804
and Dihedial
IV. Surfa'ce Effectiveness, Model Buildup Dat6 plot pages 1805-2207




The baseline model was a 0.015-scale modified version of the McDonnell Douglas
model 256-14 booster configuration which was designed by NSRDC to allow the
following variations in geometry: canard vertical location, size and incidence
angle; wing vertical location, size, incidence angle, dihedral angle and vari-
able wing tip fins; and dorsal fin size. A sketch of the baseline model is
shown in Figure 2. In addition to the geometrical variations, the model had
deflectable elevons, canard trailing edge flaps, dorsal fin rudders, and wing
tip rudders. Deflection angles were obtained by replacing the control sur-
face with a separate surface set to the desired angle. A typical model in-
stallation is shown in Figure 3 for configuration BIC2FlWlVl with an aileron
control deflection of 20 degrees.
Four pressure ports were used for measuring the base pressures, and were located
as shown in Figure 4. Measurements from the pressure ports were used to cal-
culate the base drag coefficient.
To ensure a turbulent boundary layer, artificial transition strips were applied
as shown in Figure 5. Wing, body and canard grit size were calculated by the
method of Braslow and Know for a tunnel Reynolds number of 2 x 106 per foot.
Model Components Tested
B1 = Baseline MDAC booster body (length = 3.453 ft)
B2 = Baseline MDAC booster body (length = 3.06 ft)
W1 = Baseline booster wing (planform area = 1.355 ft2 )
W2 = Alternate high aspect ratio wing (planform area = 1.148 ft2 )
V1 = Booster wing tip vertical fin (planform area = 0.226 ft2 )




Model Component Tested (Con't)
D1 = Booster large dorsal fin
D2 = Booster small dorsal fin
D3 = Booster small dorsal fin
C1 = Booster large canard
C2! = Booster small canard
C3 = C2 with Fl portion removed
Fl = Canard trailing edge control surface for C1 (20% chord exposed area)
F2 = Canard trailing edge control surface for C1 (40% chord exposed area)
F3 = Canard flap, F2 for C2 with Fl1 portion removed
For detailed information on the above components refer to the model component










See Data Collation Sheets for a complete list of combinations tested.
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The test program was conducted in the NSRDC 7 x 10-foot transonic wind
tunnel, which is a closed-loop, continuous flow tunnel with a Mach number
range from M = 0.30 to M = 1.20 at simulated altitudes from sea level to
40,000 feet. Reynolds number can be varied between 1 x 10 and 3 x 106 per
foot by adJustiig-the settling chamber total pressure.
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TABLE I.. SADSAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
SADSAC NOMENCLALTUF.
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS
CA . - . Total Axial Force CA
CAB Base Axial Force . CAB --
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF
CD Total Drag Force - CD CDTOTL
CDB Base Drag Force _ CDB CDBASE
CDF Forebody Drag Force - CDF CDFORE
CL Lift Force - CL CL.
CN Normal Force CN
Cy Side Force CY. CY CC
Cj Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN
L/D Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio - L/D CL/CD
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio _ L/DF' CL/CDF
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A
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: .~~~~ REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNA1'ION TEMPERATURE;
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) .(degrees Fahrenheit).



















This section includes a description of the data reduction accomplished
by NSRDC and by SADSAC
For SADSAC
A six-component strain gauge balance was used to measure the force and moment
data for this test (see Figure 1 for axis system orientation); four base pres-
sures were also measured but only two were used to calculate the base axial
force coefficient (CAB). Reference data utilized to reduce the measured data
to coefficient form are listed below:
Sref = Wing W1 planform area = 1.355 ft2
fref = bref = Body B1 length = 41.436 in
The moment reference point (MRP) for all data in which B1 was tested is 31.14
inches aft of the fuselage nose, on the lateral centerline and 0.225 inch
above the vertical centerline of the model. The MRP for all data in which B2
was tested is 26.64 inches aft of the nose, on the lateral centerline, and
0.225 inch above the model vertical centerline.
Data submitted to SADSAC were CN, CA, CIM, CBL, CYN, CY, CL, CD, L/D, CAB, CAF,
BP(1), and BP(3); BP(1) and BP(3) are base pressure coefficients applicable to
base pressure tubes 1 and 3 (see Figure 4). The base axial force coefficient
(CAB) was calculated as listed below:




Al = total area of 10 nozzles at the throats = .0.0121 ft2
A2 = total area of 10 nozzles at the nozzle exits minus the total
throat area (Al)
A3 = total base area minus Al and A2
A3 = 0.1312 ft2 for high wing
A3 = 0.1372 ft2 for low wing
By SADSAC
A request for incremental effects of control deflection required additional
processing of the basic data by SADSAC. Coefficient data was obtained at
even values of angle of attack (a = -2, 0, 4, 6, 8 and 100) and then used
to determine the difference between the datasets, i.e. (CN) 6e= 1 0 - (CN)&e=O -
Incremental data were obtained for the following coefficients: CL, CLM, CD,
L/D, CYN,.CBL, and CY.
40o
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLOTED
CONFIGMRATI COEFFICIENT
VARIABLE CCFIGURATION CONDITIONS FIXED SCBEDULE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIDW DINDRL WNGPOS CSDSIZ INCIDC CNDPOS
Canard Size WiVi o0 7.660 1 - 3 1 A 1-8
Canard Size wiV1 o0 7.660 1 - 3 1 B 9-11
Canard Position WV1i 00 7.660 1 C2 30 - A 12-19
·Canard Position WilV 00 7.660 1 C2 3° B 20-22
Canard Incidence WiVi 0° 7.660 1 C2 - 1 A 23-30
Canard Incidence Wll O .7.660 1 02 - 1 B 31-33
Canard Size WiVi 00 7.660 1 - 30 2 A 34-41
Canard Size W1V1 0° 7.66° 1 - 3 2 B 42-44
Canard Position W1V1 d° 7.660 2 C2 30 - A 45-52
Canard Position WiVl 0° 7.66° 2 C2 3° - B 53-55
Canard Incidence WiVi 00 7.660 1 C2 2 A 56-63
Canard Incidence WiVi 00 7.660 1 C2 - 2 B 64-66
Canard Size WlVi 30 7.660 1 - 3 1 A 67-74
Canard Size WiVi 30 7.660 1 - 30 1 B 75-77
Canard Position WiVi 30 7.66° 1 C2 3° - A 78-85
Canard Position WiVi 30 7.660 1 C2 30 - B 86-88
Canard Incidence WlVi 3° 7.660 1 C2 1 A 89-96
Canard Incidence WiVi 30 7.660 1 C2 - 1 B 97-99
c
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(CNTIUED)
.-- . . s4- .: ·-~- -o~~ ----·~ -PLOTTED
CONFIGURATICON COE CIENT
VARIABL E CNFIGURATION CONIDITIONS FI SCHEOLE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIDW DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC CKDPOS
Canard Size WiV1 30 7.660 1 - 30 2 A 100-107
Canard Size WiV1 39 7.660 1 - 30 2 B 108-110
Canard Position WiV1 30 7.669 2 C2 30
°
- - A 11-118
Canard Position W1i 30 7.660 2 C2 30 B 119-121
Canard Incidence W1V 30 7.660 2 C2 - 2 A 122-129
Canard Incidence W1V1 30 7.660 2 C2 - 2 B 130-132
Canard Size wiVi 00 7.660 .2 - 30 1 A 133-140
Canard Size W1Vi 0° 7.660 2 - 30 1 B 141-143
Canard Incidence W1V1 00 7.660 2 C2 - 1 A 144-151
Canard Incidence W1V1 00 7.660 2 C2 - 1 B 152-154
Canard Size WiV1 0° 7.66°- 2 C2 30 1 A 155-162
Canard Size wivl °O 7.660 2 C2 30 1. B 163-165
Canard Incidence WiV1 0 ° 7.66°. 2 C2 - A 166-173'
i Canard Incidence W1V 0°9 7.66°- 2 C2 -. 1 B 17,4-176
Canard Size -- W - 30 7.660 2 - 3
°
1 _A 177-18,4
Canard Size Wl1V 30 7.660 2 - 30 1 B. 185-1878.,,, , 




VARIABLE CONFIGURATION CONDITIONS FIXED SCHEDULE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIDW DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC CNDPOS
Canard Incidence W1V1 30 7.660 2 C2 30 1 A 188-195
Canard Incidence WiVi 30 7.660 2 C2 30 1 B 196-198
Canard Size W1 30 7.660 2 30 2 A 199-206
Canard Size Wi 30 7.660 2 30 2 B 207-209
Canard Incidence W1 30 7.660 2 C2 - 2 A 210-217
Canard Incidence W1 30 7.660 2 C2 - 2 B 218-220
Canard Size W1 00 7.660 1 150 1 A 221-228
Canard Size W1 00 7.660 1 - 150 1 B 229-231
Canard Position W1 00 7.660 1 C2 150 - A 232-239
Canard Position W1 00 7.66° 1 C2 150 - B 240-242
Canard Size W1 00 7.660 1 - 150 2 A 243-250
Canard Size W1 00 7.660 1 150 2 B 251-253
Canard Position W1 00 7.66° 2 C2 150 - A 254-261
Canard Position W1 00 7.660 2 C2 150 - B 262-264
Canard Size W1 30 7.660 1 - 150 1 A 265-272
Canard Size W1 30 7.660 1 - 150 1 B 273-275
Canard Position W1 30 7.660 1 C2 150 - A 276-283
Canard Position W1 30 7.660 1 C2 150 - B 284-286
3
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
E(CNTINU jD)'__I. PLOTTED
I -CONFIGURATI( COEFFICIENT
, VARIABLE CONFIGURATION CONDITIONS.FIXED' SCHBEILE PAGES
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VARIABLE CCWFIGURATICN CNIDITIMNS FIXED SCHEDULE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCID DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC CNDPOS
Wing Location WV1 00 7.660 - C1 30 & 150 1 & 2 A & B 1134-1221
.W1V2
Wing Location W1lV1 30 7.660 - Cl 30 & 150 1 & 2 A & B 1222-1309
WWlV2
Wing Incidence W1V1 - 7.660 1 & 2 C1 & C2 30 & 150 1 & 2 A & B 1310-1485
Wing Incidence W1V2 - 7.66° 1 & 2 C1 & 02 3° & 15° 1 & 2 A & B -1486-1661
Wing Incidence W2 - 7.660 1 & 2 C2 30 & 150 1 & 2 A & B 1662-1738
Wing Dihedral Vl 00 & 30 1 C2 30 1 & 2 A & B 1739-1804
W1V2
N W2
Elevon Deflection ' W1V1 0 7.66 1 C2 & 3 1 A & B 1805-1848
Off
Wing Tip Rudder Deflection W1V 0° 7.660 1 C2 & 30 1 A & B 1849-1854
Off
Dorsal Fin {W1M1 0° 7.660 1 C2 3° 1 A & B 1855-1876
W1V2
Canard Flap Deflection WlV1 00 7.660 1 C2 30 1 A & B 1877-1898
and Size & Off
Canard Effectiveness WiV1 0° 7.660 1 C2 3 ° 1 A & B 1899-1964
& Off
Aileron Effectiveness W1Vl o0 7.660 1 C2 & 3° 1 A & B 1976-2074
Off




VARIABLE CONFIGURATION CONDITIONS FIXED SCHEDULE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIDW DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC CNDPOS
Elevon Effectiveness W1V1 o° 7.66° 1 C2 & 3° 1 C 2075-2090
Off
Rudder Effectiveness WV1 O0 · 7.66 -1 C2 &. 30-; -. D 2C91-2102-
Canard Effectiveness WlV1 0° 7.660 1 C2 30 . E 21.3-2126




1 C2 &. 3 1 F 2127-2180
Off
' ; 0ff--- .
Directional Stability At iV1 0 & 30 7.660 1 &.2 Cl &;C2 30 &-150 1 & 2 G 1281-2207
High Alpha lW1V2
W2
PLOTED COEFFICIENT SCEDULE: . .-
(A) CN, CA, CIM, CL, CD, L/D &. CAB vs. ALPHA.
.> CIM vs. CL
.. (B) CBL, CYN & CY vs. BETA
.(C DCL, DCIM, DCD & DL/D vs. ELETR;
(D). DCYN, DCBL, DCY, DCD, DCIM, & DVI.D vs. RUDDER
(E).' DCL, DCLM, D:l a&.DL/D vs. CANARD.
(F) DCYN, DCBL, IDY, DCD, DCIM.& DL/D vs. AILRON. ... ..
(G)' MCY & CY vs. ALPHA
._re
Notes:
1. Positive directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated bv arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability












Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and





























Note: Grit i's Carborundum
All strips are 1/8" wide
I:-
-No. 100 Grit
Fig. .- Typical Transition Grit Installation on Body, Wing and Canard
T ABLE ITI.
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - ,B I. .
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
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MAC
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
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MODEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ou.r A _ AQ  It . IV , ,




















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC




































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
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B.L. of .25 MAC
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MODEL COMPONENT:








Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord






























Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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TABLE XI.
MODEL COMPONENT:







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
FULL-SCALE
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TABLE XV.
MODEL COMPONENT: F1=l
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 7Er. I:e o;I: -N t -- e JC jc j t,' C.-'..







Ratio movable surface chord/
·total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord



















T-Se- CAIIP C \
MODEL COMPONENT:
TABLi XVI. .
. m_ . .. _ _._
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: __t,,J1 (-- , ._








Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
























I _ _ __ __ _ _ _____
MODEL COMPONENT: FZ . V, cT~ C A- C \
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: -,L1 .o~ 4 CZ MLr A 4J-.. A-C Q..
* tgo~~L _ 0 7 C _, 






Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
























Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord





















MODEL COIM4ONENT: F 3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: CG.*.. F elo . _
ctrss~ 1 Bin-r-~·ci~----







Ratio movdble surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord

























a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
P air density; Kg/m 3, slugs/ft3
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
V Speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q Q(PSI) dynamic pressure; 1/2PV psi, psf,
Q(PSF)
M MACH Mach number; V/a
IN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
p static pressure; psi
p total pressure; psi
CP pressure coefficient; (p-pmo)/q
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NoM'CLA'IuRE (Continued)
Reference & C. G. Definitions
SADBAC
SYMBOL ,MPOL DEFINITION
S wing area; m2, ft2
S re S EF reference area; m2, ft2
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see Iref or LREF)
,ref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see a)
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; m2, ft2 in2
c. g. center of gravity
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis





























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis












ON CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA- CAb
Cm CLM pitching moment coefficient; My/qS Iref
CY CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Cn. C =0 yawing moment coefficient; MzJqS bref






CL CL lift force coefficient; FL/qS
CD CD drag force coefficient; FD/qS
CDb CDB base drag coefficient
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cm CIM pitching moment coefficient; My,s/qS tref
CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Cn CIN yawing moment coefficient; MZ,s/qS bref
C2 CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX, /qS bref
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CL/ D






it. HORIZT horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees
6 symmetrical surface deflection angle; degrees;
positive deflections are:
AILROK aileron - total aileron deflection;
(left aileron - right aileron)/2
CANARD. canard - trailing edge down
ELEVeON, elevon - trailing edge down
ELEYTER elevator - trailing edge down
FLAP flap - trailing edge down
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left
SPOILR spoiler - trailing edge down
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respact.,
to control surface
6 antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;.
positive trailing edge down:
AIL-L left aileron - trailing edge down
AIL-R right aileron - trailing edge down
ELVN-L left elevon - trailing edge down
ELVN-R right elevon - trailing edge down
SPLR-L. left spoiler - trailing edge down






e elevator or elevon
f flap







CNDPOS CNDPOS canard vertical position (l=high, 2=low)
WNGPOS WNGPOS wing vertical position (l=high, 2=low)
INCIDW wing incidence angle, positive when trailing
edge down; deg.
FW DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg.
i
c INCIDC canard incidence angle, positive when
trailing edge down; deg.
ACL DCL incremental lift coefficient, algebraic
difference of two runs.
ACD DCD incremental drag coefficient, algebraic
difference of two runs.
ACM DCLM incremental pitching moment coefficient,
algebraic difference of two runs.
AXL/D DL/D incremental lift drag ratio, algebraic
difference of two runs.
ACy DCY incremental side force coefficient,
algebraic difference of two runs.
ACn DCYN incremental yawing moment coefficient,
algebraic difference of two runs. Body
axis system.
DCBL incremental rolling moment coefficient,




A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse-
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
made up in two sections:
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the abovetmentioned .information.
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ-
izations:
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
NSRDC Mr. D. Chadock
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
W. R. Morgan
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division





LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110 BETA = 0
- _ - _ _.- _ - _ -_ __ _
-. --- 1.------ 
_ __ __ / . __ . _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
J /
.1
- 6 - 4 - 2 0 G 4
ANGLE OF
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATION -8ESCRIPFION
(RNZO01 ) NSRDC-3110,MSrC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFI WIV1
(N065ES) NSRCC-3110HMSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
(RN265)1 0 NSROC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BiC3F3WIVI
HACH
. .




3.00 1.0 000 0.001
3.000 1.000 0.000
.






































i I I . 1
a
'LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31108 BETA = 0
|~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ _ __ _ _ , ... __
__ ^ H. ___ __ _ _ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~__ _, J. __
<~~~~~ ' I n - N. ,_v
2 4
ANGLE OF











































































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ002 ) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOCSTEI
(RN2O65) NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTEi
IRN2565) 0 NSRCC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER I
MA CH
g 4 6 a 1o 1s 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFCS INCICV
R B1C2F1I l 3.000 1.000 0.000
R BICIFI W:V 3.000 1.000 0.000
BIC3'3WdI 3.000 1.000 0.00D
0 391
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ,FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
1.000 BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES
¥VrixKP 0.0000 INCHES
ZNRP 0 .250 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE
BOOSTER STUDYo LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31109 BETA = 0
3
IMSC/M/SFC RBfSTER STUDllY LNGITUDllNAI CHARACTERISTICS, NSRI. 311l0. RFBTA =fl












( RN25 63 ) 6
MA,
~--A I .1




NSROC 3110 NSFC/LNSC BOOS
CH
I 1.I
O 2 4 6 8 ID o 2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ON IW4CICC CNDPOS INCIDiW
OSTEIR BICZFIWIVl 3.000 1.000 0.000
)OSTER SICIF WI VI 3..000 1.000 0.000










































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS,, NSRDC 3110o BETA = O
t-- i * i i i 'l i~ i i' f ri TTTsU~ 
L_~~~~~~~ _T '_T __[ _r __ __ _ i _ __ _ ~ii ~~ 
.___ . _ / ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_E 
_I 
._ _ _ /




0 - 6 - 4 - 2 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
NSRDC-311SO SFC/LMSC BOOSTER ICIFIWIYVI
NSRDC 3110 HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC3F3SIV1





























































-10 - - 6 - 4 - 2 E 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2OD01) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
(R2oaD, A NSRDC-31I0.MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RN2 5 6 9 ) 0 NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC3FWIVIl
A CH 0. 381
F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCiDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF I .3550 SQ.FT.
3,OOD 1.000 0.000 1.00 LREF 41.4360 INCHES




SCALE * .5_DO PERCNT
PAGE 6
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSO NSRDC 3110. BETA - 0
2 a 2 4 6 a 0O 12 14 16 i6 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SyHmOL CONFiGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2G01I ) NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZWFI1VI
(RNZ065) NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 8ICIFIWIVI
















1.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.
1.O00 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






























-10l - 6 - 4
"T"J ~i w i i j i k i i El ..-....... - ..... ff ...... 1 .. ... _ _ll _ a" __ _ _ l~
.-- __,_ , _ . _ -
,._ __
__ . _ _~~~~~
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0



















-0 .· -0. - 0 . .* 0 . .. .I 
I -0.4 -I.r o.o 0.2 0.4
LI
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZDObl ! NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICFIWI1VI
(RN2065) NSRDC-3110,SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
IRN25651 C0 NSrJC 3110 NMFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC3F3WIVI
MACH
FT COEFFICIENT, CL






I.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY° LATERAL




























6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW
R BICZFI W V 3.000 1.000 0.000
R B1CIFIWIV1 3.000 1.000 0.000
R BIC3F3WI V 3.000 1 .000 0.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






LMSC/HSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDIC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES











aI 2 a 10 12 14 16







NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICFI WIVI



















































LMSC/HSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110o ALPHA = 0 DEGREES





















14 - - - 6  12 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWlVl 3.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-311l,NSFC/LNHC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.000




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES


















Tri[fY. IilONGITllnInAI CHARACTFRTTSTIE, NSRDC 311fn, BFTA = 0
*99t~~~~~~T w...'_ VV 8=wwv~. wWV* V wMVS . ~  ·U$~ ;. vG ;t§§| * Ll' ,. qw * .~, ·BV *M !z aav v; |..s;.
_~~~~~~' ." . /
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- _A 
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/ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.I






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW
R BIC2F1 W VI 3.000 1.000 0.000
































__ .___7_ _ _ _
- I - " - --
.04 L









2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R 81C2FlWIVl 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R BIC2FIWIV1 3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 JNCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER_ STUDYo LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSO NSRDC 3110 BETA = 0





. 4 i 2 A
ANGLE OF
6 8 10 12 14 16
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000












NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LMSC BO0STER BICZFlWiVI





LMHSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSO NSRDC 31QD0 BETA = 0
T7T T- F-?- TTT -r-- ,--TTTT -r- TT 1 jr TI FT--v- -rr- -Tr
-- 1_ _ …_.__.



















16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.























NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
-10 -8 -* 4 - 2 o 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 z2
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCtDC CNCFPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
(RNZ0')5 ! NSROC-3110IMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFlWVI 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S$.FT.














































1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110o rETA =-
_ _i _ II__ 
_ _~~~~~~~~~~ I . I 1 
r. _
. _ __ l __ _ _ .- I m 
I~~~~~~~~
I




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATIOSN DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWlVI 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000









































.i4 . 9 i26
LMSC/MSFC BOOS
-.0
























1.4 1.6 1.8 r.o
WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










































-16 -14 -12 -10 - - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ZRN2002) 0 NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FJWlVI
lRN2C1 0 ,) NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC'ZF WI V1
MACH






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYI LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110o ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
_~ ~ ~~ _-- -- _~ _ _ . . , .,
_ . . ._ _ _
I
a s 6 10 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CTA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATCON DESCRIFTION
(RNZ002; Z NSRCC-3110:MSFC/LMSC B00STER BIC2FIWIVI
(RNZ010) NSROC-3110 SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2F1WIVI
M4 rH
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000























































1 4 -I -. 0 -8 6 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IRNZD02) Q NSRDC-3110DMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFlWIVI
(RNZDIO) Li NSROC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
MACH 0.381
CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110o ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
- 0 D 2 4 6 8 lO 12 4 al
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1 .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 22



















0 -~ i i i iw i y , i fi y · v iE · ~ r u v y v- ! rS yw 'l ! ~ '-! /w y' i I ! !v ! ·g ~ v i i · I 




-4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 1CZFI WI VI
NSRDC-310M,NSFC/LS$C BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
0.381
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATIOi4
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 31i0, BETA = 0
_Ilr i ! . .... I / * ~ .... _' i' '* I '1 ] .......... ' * w *"I ... 'l V WT'TT1 
_ _ _ _ . . _ _ ._.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
_ __ _ _ _. _ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
r'_ ___._ 
| _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~
-.04 -








ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCID/
R BICZF'1 WIVI 3.000. 1.000 0.000
R BtCsFIVIVI .5.00OO 1.000 0.000
0.351
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY° LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
- C I7~1 -I t - t J - I - t - I-?-- - I -r - I -- f - I -I-I,,
- - a 4 6 8 o0 12 14 16 1B
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
*0 22 24
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRNIoC) NSRDC-311VDHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
~RN200)H NSRDC-SIIOMSFC/LMSC 80OOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
MACH 0.381
INCIOC CNOPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































I - - . -
. . . .
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-O -- 6 -4 - 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZDOI) I NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWtVI
({RN2OD5I ) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
MA CH 0. 381
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1 .000 0.000 .000 SREF 1 .3550 SG.FT.





SCALE I .5000 FERCNT
PAGE 26
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_____ __ _ 4//_ 
tftLttJ,
I
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g 4 6 a 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW
R BICFI W1 l 3.000 1.000 0.000
R BI C2F1WIV 15.000 1.G00 O.0OO0
0.381
16 I8 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/FMSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARAICIERISTICS NSRDC 3110o BETA = 0
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
,I , . , , ,
tHX$XtAT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
.............. ,..e-....,.....





ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNCPOS INCICW
NSROC-3110,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CPFlWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110 ,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CZFI WI V 15.000D 1.000 0.000
D. 381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




























- !D - O - e - 4 - 2 O Z 4 6 a to
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a










iO, BETA = 0
_j _1F _rT _rT _r - _r - r T__ _ _ .T _ ~ _ r _T _T _T _T _ _ _  _  _ ..T * r-r1- TTI-
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
- - -T - -- 2
2< T~~~~~~~~~~~~n ;r ~~~~~~











Z 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW
R BIC2FlWlV1 3.000 1 .00 0.000
 BC2FIWIVI 15.COO 1.000 0.000
0.381
16 1s 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















































( RNZ 05) 
MACH
I









FI WVI 15.000 1.000
0.381
.Z 1.4 1 .6 .6 2.0
INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.OO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
0.000 .o000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
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NSROC-3110,.MSC/ LHSC BOOSTER BICZF WI V
- 2 O Z 4 6





10 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-12 -10 - e
- 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6




INCIDOC CNCFPOS INCIDW WNCFOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000


































































-14 -12 -10 - a - 6 - 4 - E 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
OL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BSC2FIWlV 3.000 1.000 0.000
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI 15.000 1.000 0.000
CH 0.3a1
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.5550 SQ.FT.


































2 4 _ a lO
I
2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DOEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BC2FlWIV1 3.000 2.000oo 0.000oo








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

















































NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWI V
NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CFlWI VI
0.381
S 8 s0 12 14





1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 NSRDC 3110o BETA = 0








-'10 - - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ009) Q NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOO8STER BICZFWIVI
(RNZO73) L NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWVI
HACH 0.381
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNOPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 I .000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3 000 2.000 0.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
6REF 41 .4360 INCHES
XHRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP 0.2250 INCHES

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCFPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSROC-3110IDSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SS.FT.


































I I I I 1 I
O Z 4 6 e t0 12 14 1S
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ON INC}CC CNDFOS INCICW WNCPOS
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BDCIFIWIVI
0. 81
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF

























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYo LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSROC 3110, BETA = 0
" I 11 57- rT T--_ _T _TT _1T _I;r . _~r _T -- rT -r-rvWWT TT *1 ww,"rTC
_, I . .J_., 
.--~~~ ______ _ -_ ____ _
. ~ ~~ '- _._
I/
_ r __











4 6 S 1t 12 14
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW
Wt V1 3.000 2 000 0.000
l1VI 3.000 2o000 0.000
0.361
6se s 20 22 24 Z6
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 Sg.FT.


















































( RN2009) ( RN2073) 
- C
I _I_





2 A 6 8 10 12 14 IS
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNCFOS
R BICZFI Wl VI 3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000


































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
¢RNZO'J 09 NSRCC-311DjNSFC/LM$C BOOSTER BIC2FlIVII
¢)N2373 NSRD¢-311OMSFC/LNSC OOSTER BtCIF Wl 1
- ACH 0.381
0.6 0.8 1.0 13. 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
FT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIDC CNOPFOS INCIDW WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.D00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
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1
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_ _ _ t _ _~~
....... L 
....... B 
-14 -1 -to0 - a - a - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDFPOS INCICW
NSRDC-311 DhSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000
NSRDS-3110.nSFC/L$SC BOOSTER BIClFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000
MA CH 0.382
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























8 10 14 16




























_~~~~~~ I .' . .____.
__~~~~~~~_ _ _ 
-12 -10 a - 4 8 10 12 14 16













1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























-16 -14 -2 -a - -6 -4
SIDE SLI
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN2010) B NSRDC-3110,DSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIYV(RN2074) NSRDC-3110,SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFI WIV
nA CH 0.382
[CS. NSRDC 3110o ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1 .00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















-0. - -0- - -2 0 Z 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
RNZDil) C7 N.SRCC-3110INSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIIlVI
IRNZD.5 ) NSRDC-311t0NSFC/LNSC BOOSrER BICZFIWIVI
HACH 0.382
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW IdNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























-6 -4 - O 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSRDC-3110, HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICFI WI V
NSRDC-3110 SFC/LMSC BOOSTER Bl CZFI WI VI
0.362
6 8 50 12 14 5 t18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNFOS INCIDW WNCFPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 Se.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31100 BETA = 0







-0 - - -4 - 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RHN2D17) NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFlWIYV
(RN20Z5 ) NSRDC-3110M,SFC/L2SC BOOSTER BICZFI W Vi
MACH







2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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4 6 8 10 12
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DE
INC DC CNDFPOS
I V1 3 .000 1.0 D




16 1s 20 22 24 26
INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































1( RN;0 A7 )
( RN2025 )
MA CH
- 6 14 I0
0
~ ! ! r' T r , ~ i ! u J i r r- F ylr I ! ! I I y y y u I u , sIr * * * * B y r ' * * ~ * · ~ r ! .It !0
. I 
· .. Sr... .. III__.
l~~
-
I IZ 4 6 8 t0 12 14





8a 20 22 24 26
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN201?J NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVS
(RN2025I NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIl WV
MA C 0.382
INCIOC CNOPOS INCICW WNOPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3150 SQ.FT.




































-1oo ' O IL 0 - 4 -









ITUDINAL ICSo NSROC fA= 0
0o 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 8s 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
STER BIC2FIWIV1 3.000 1.000 0.000 Z.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.I
iXX.. i .....






-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 D.o 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 5.8 2.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
CONFZIURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNPCFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVJ 3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.






























IT r I I r ! J" I f w I ir' W I . I ! / ' ! II i · f r i i I I' I , w
~~~~.. *~-. _ 
-12 -10 - 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RNZOD8) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RNZD26) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC SOOSTE
- 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW
ER BICZFIWlV1 3.000 1.I 0 0.000

















































-~ ' r I ....
- G -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNOPOS INCIDW
TER BIC2FI WlVl 3.000 1.000 0.000
TER BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000
I0 1i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.










































-12 -10 - 8
NACH 0.381
, ~ . , , . .i l ~ i , , , i i L , 1 i l i l ~ l i , , l l ~ i' , , ja& bb
. . . .
. . . .
- I - . -_6 -&4
LMSC/MSFC
















-. s _, _f e 
-J~ -14 -it -t0 -0 -6 '-4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
RN2018) 8 NSRDC-3110 MHSFCLMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI(RN22O6) NSRCC-3110HMSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
MA CH
- L a 2 4 6






2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.





























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNE009) NSRDC-3110 HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 81C2FlWlVI
(RN2013) NSROC-3110.HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
MACH 0.301
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICOW NGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






































NSROC 3110o BETA = 0
o0 4 6 8 10 12 14 se 18 20 22 24 20
ANGLE OF ATTACKI ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCICC CNCPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
OSTER BIC2FIWV 3.000 2.0.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 Ie ie 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNOPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.R BICZFIWI V 3.000 2.000 0.000 S1.000 REF 1.3550 Se.FT.
R BIC2FIWIV1 . 15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES





18 20 22 24 26
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
CRN2009) n NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RN2013) NSRCC-310IMSFfC/LHSC BOOSTE
MACH 0.581
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R IC2FI Wl V 3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































-10 ;I I I
WUDYo LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110 BETA = 0
I
a1 I4 8 10 12 14 1· 18 20 22
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCiDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
:(RNZ9009) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 3.D00 2.0000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.


































.. ' - I -
b w - - - - z c F - - l l - -~~~~~~~~~~~~
; ;~~~~~~~~~~~
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0c - - - - 4 - 4
13 NSRC-3110 MSFCMLMSC BOOSTE 
oMACH 0.31
-so - -G -4 -2 0 - 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SY$BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRNZOD9) Q NSRCC-3I11,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWI¥I
(RNi013) OC-3I1 ,HSFC/LM  R BIC2FI W1V
HACH 0.381
NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
6 a 10 12 14 1 108 t 0 2 : 24 24
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0






















2 4 6 10 12 1 4 I6 1i 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPFOS RCFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC2FIWlVI 3.000 2.OOD D0.D0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.






















BOOSTER STUDY0 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSO NSRDC 3110o BETA = O
-I.L -0.4 -0.P 0.0 0.2 0.4
L!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ODESCRIPTION
(RNZ009) Q NSRDC-3110 I SFC/LMSC BOOSTER 81C2FbI IVI(RNNtZIS3) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIvl
MA CH 0.381
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6e .e 2.0
FT COEFFICIENT. CL
IN1IDC CNDPQS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S$.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERI


























-16 -14 -12 -10 - a - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTON
(RNSOi0) NSRDC-31%OMSFC/LMSC 800BSTER BICZFlWIVI
RN20.4 NSRDC-31, SFC/LSC BOOSTER BICZFlWV%
MACH 0.382
3110O ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
- 2 0 2 4 6 8 la 12 14 16
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000G .OOO 0.000 1,000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














































- -4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLEo BETA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIOW
ER B C2FI WV 3 .000 2.000 0.000
ER 1C21FI IVI 15.000 2.000 0.000
0.382
6 a 10 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31109 ALPHA = DEGREES
-.1 -4 -12 -1O - 6 4







16 14 12 L - 8 -  -
SIDE SLI
DATA SET S¥MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2rt10) Q NSRCC¢'IJ*,MSFC/LMS C BOOST(R SIC2FIWIVI(RNZOI4) NSRDC-1I0,MNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
MA CH 0.382
- 0 2 4 6
P ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
S5.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 LREF 4t.4360. INCHES


















































16 s8 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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NSROC-3110,MSFC/ LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
I
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8 20Z 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







TUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS5 NSRIC 3110, BETA = 0If
a
LMSC/MSFC BIOSTER STUDYo LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110 BETA = 0
TTr * .. ' r Wr gMT-vvr f * wr ~r v v... - v-r m v wwTt F 
1 . ..
-. 20 
-10 -0 -5 - 4 - 2 0




2 4 6 10 It 14 16 8B 20 22 24 m6
ANGLE OF ATTACK° ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC2FIIWlV 3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
































































20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 S8.FT.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDFPOS INCIDW
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV1 3.000 1.000 3.000
NSRCDC-3110DSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV1 3.000 1.000 3.000
0.383
WNGPOS REFERF:.CE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































ZISTICS9 NSRDC 3110 BETA = 0
6 8a Io 1, 14
ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
INCIrC CNDPOS INCIDW
3 .000 1.000oo 3. 000
3.000 .1.D00 3.OD
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






































-O -6 - 4 - 2 O 2 4 6 o10 12 $A 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
NSRCC-3110;ISFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVl 3.000 1.OO 3.000 1.000
NSRDC-3110,DSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BI CIFlWI V1 3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000
H 0.383
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[CS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
., . __
~~~--- _ 
........ , L .. ,... ... .... 
-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 .o0 1.2
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNPCFOS INCIDW
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlV1 3.000 1.000 3.000
NSROC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWI1 3.000 1.000 3.000
0.383
1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
WNGCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110o ALPHA = 0





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CO4FIGURAT1ON CESCRZPTION INCI.C CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRCC-3110,MSF'C/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2PFIWlV 3.000 1.000 3.000
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIHIVI 3.000 1.000 3.000
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110 ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
T 'II. Il .' 1 Il .I rT'I I', . F ,I Il lI 'l | Tr' TTI i '-r- r-'l
.- ~~~, , _._._
_~~~~~~~~~~~ = __ ... _
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ...










-6 - -4 0 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICD
rR BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 1.000 3.000
























































( RNd201a4 ) Q
PA CH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110, SFC/LWSC BOCSTER BiC2F2W2IV2 3.000 1.000 3.000




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















10 -8 -6 -4 -. 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN033) Q NSROC-31J10,5FC/LMSC BOCSTER BICZFIWIVI
(RNJ2041 )q NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWiVl
MACH 0.3D3
NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
6 Z 10 12 14 se 1 s zo zz Z4 Z6
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNPCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3. .000 SREF 1 .3550 SQ.FTo
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4 6 8 10 12 54
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
IYVI 3.000 .000 3.000
















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER SI'UnlY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSD NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0








- -6 -4 - Z a
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2033 I NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RNZO4 I NSlDC-310, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MA CH 0.303
I
2 i P Io 12 14 6 sa 20 22
O
24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIJDC CNOFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
R BICFIWIV 3 1.000 1.00 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.











' t 9 +! F _ <A













LHSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYo LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110, BETA 0
X1 ;A 1~~~~~..-'0
) - 6 - 4 - 2 -0.6 -10 -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RNZ033) Q NSRCC-3110,MSFC/ LMSC BOOS
(RNZQ41) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOS
MACH 0.383
Z 4 6 8 12 14 1 18 I 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACKO ALPHA. DEGREES
f IZNCIOC CfICFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
STER BICZFIWIVI 3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2033) Q NSRVC-31I0 HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVI(RN2041) NSRDC-31J0,MSFC/L"SC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
MA CH 0.303
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S. FT.































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SCT sYN4BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2033) f NSRDC-31ioNSIFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWlVI
(RNZO41) NSRCC-3110,MISFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FldWIVl
MACH 0.303
INCICC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 $G.FT.



























0o - - - 4 - 0 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRPTIFTN
(RN2033) Q NSROC-311D0NSFC/ LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVl
(RN2041) NSRrC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWVI1
MACH 0.383
ATTACK. ALPHA DOEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYo LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS0 NSRDC 3110, BETA - 0





CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPS0 INCIDW
NSRDC-3110, 4SFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWtlV 3.000 1.000 3.000
NSRDC-31I10MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.3S3
LoGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LA'



















16 -14 -1i -10 - _ - O - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAION DESCRIPTION
IRNZ034) ) NSODC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BSCOSTER BIC2FIWlVI
(RN20421 NSRDC-31JI,1 SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
MACH D0.3S
CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110o ALPHA =
- Z 0 a 4 6 a I0 12 14 J6
IP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE I .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 86
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYP LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110o ALPHA O DEGREES








-14 -12 -10 - 0
CONFIGURA TI ON DESCRIFPTION
NSRCC-3110MSFC/LNSC 00ST
NSRDC-3110, O SFC/LMSC 0OOSTE
-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLEv BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW
ER B1CZFIWIVI 3.0D00 1.00 3.000
ER B1CZFWIWVI 5.000 2.000 3.000
I0 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














































-. 20 - - -
-16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT1ON DESCRIPTION
(RNZD34 I NSROC-3110 HSFC/LNSC BOSTER BICZFIWIVI
(RN2042) NSRDC-3110HMSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWlVl
MACH 0. 381
- I
311O, ALPHA- = O0 DEGREES
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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3 -4 - 5t 4 B
ANGLE OF ATTACI
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWlV1
NSRCC-311ONSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWI1Y






16 18 Z0 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



































2 4 6 8 10 £2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIOW
BICZFFI WVl 3.0G0 1.000 3.000






1.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.






















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYO LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110 BETA = O
'? T--- '-Tr! ii ywt iT u§ .1' .w ~ w Ir IT I 1v~ ,...i NTC.w T rg p IyaI *.-.l r w _ 'l
-d
"-_- .-._ _G_ _.G _ _^-
_ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ._._ _ _..
10 12 14 16 1B 20 22 24 26












1.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.
















































-10 - 6 -6 4 -2
DATA SET SYMPOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2033) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTE
(RN203?) a NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTE
NA CH
2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BICZFIWIVI 3.000 $ .000 3.000
R BICZFI Wl V 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.383
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT,























NSRDC-31104NSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV1
MACH
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.





SCALE 1 .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 93













a 4 10 O It 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS JNCIDI
R IC2Frwivi 3.000 1.000 3.000
R OBC2FI WI V 15.000 1.000 3.000
MA CH
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF I.3530 SQ.FI.


























6 10 12 14 16 a6 20 22 24G - 4 - 0 a 4 gs
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIV: 3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.355C S,'.FT.
NSRDC-5110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWJ1VJ 15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XHRP SI .140 IN;CHE 
YTRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZNRP 0.2250 INCHES
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
I wr-r I -- i--, T! -'-7 ~"-ll .~ !w-r-r ¥"'1u-~ · -Iw-r ·-1 .- I I --I· · I i-I*- I 
-r












D.4 0.6 0.8 1.o 1.2
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIZC CNDFPOS INCICW
'l WI V1 . UUU I O.uDt .D00
Fl WIVI 1. 000 1.000 3.000
0.383
I
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-34 -12 -tD - - 6 - -
SIDE SLIP
OL CONFIGURA TI O DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,"SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZF1W¥VI
NSRDC-3101 , SFC/L4SC BOOSTER BI CZFI w V






8 10 12 14 I6
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA
1.1 mi .l -lw rw m'l I'l Iw wl Iw 'Im .fl wm-'wl'
;X1XXT~~~~~~~~~~~~
-- - -- -- -- 
- -
- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
S - = = == == ====
E t- ----S- --
B-----;- -) -- 4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
- - - - - - ,, .....




-. 040 -4 L
-la -14
I
-12 -to - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 O 0
i I
4 6 8 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW
CRN2034) Q NSRCC-31IO, NSFC/LM3C BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVl 3.000 1.000 3.000(RN203S) N. SRDC-3110MISFC/LMSC BOOSTER BC2fl WV1i 15.000 1.000 3.000
MACH 0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















































_i ! ! · !r ' ! _ _ _ _ ... ! '! ['i 'i [ f 'i' u _i _; _ _ _ _ IrTI 1I ' z I' r"¥w u · I ! I · f ! I I
,, _ ._ 
-14 -13 -10 - 0 - a - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
LRNZD34 1 NSRCC-3110 ,4SFCJ/LSC BOOSTER SICZFIWIVI(RN2038) S NSDRC-3S110tSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIrl VI
MACH
- 0 o 2 4 6







J 2 14 6
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
1.000 SREF 1.3$55U SQ.FT.






































































6 10 t 2 :4 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIODC CNCPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE !NFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 58.FT.


























-. a02- - -- - - -
-10 -0 -a -4 -4 0 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICION CESCRIPTION
(RN2041) Q S N RCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIlV I(RN2105) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIVI
MNACH
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000























(::~: RNO ' 




2 4 6 a 10 IZ 14 16 1 20 22 Z4 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIlW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
R BICZFIwIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R Bl CIFIWII .000 2.000 3.CCO: 1.000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41 4360 INCHES
XMRF 31.1400 INCHES
YMRP O . 00 INCHES
ZMRP 0.2250 INCHES




























1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYS L.ONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSP NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
- -
- ' . .r- -f - - - - - - - - - -'- - - - - -_ .r
i. _ _ . _ _ __
p.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
'"~~~~~~~~~~~-
.... _ ___'_ i 
' ._ _ __ ___ 1//1
_ _ 
_ 7S r + _ 4 I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ = zt_/ 




( RN215 ) 
NA CH





0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INC:OC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS
OSTER BIC2FlWIV1 3.ODO 2.000 3. 000 1 .000
OSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
0.380






























- o ' . - - -
I-
-aO - - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1RN2041) Q NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWlVI
(RN2105) NSRDC-310O,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BiCIFIWlVl
MACH D0.380
6 aS 10 2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1 .000 SREF .355 0 SQ.FT.
3.000 2.000 3.000 1 .00 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES






















.Do . . . . . . .. . ... .
-i1 - -6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2041) NSRDC-311OMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
(RN2t05) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
NACH 0.380
6 10 12i 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNFPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00D 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1. 3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES



































( RNz OS ) L
NAC"
-0.4 -0. 0.0 0.2 0.4 o.s 0.8 1.0 1.2
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS XNCIDWC
NSRDC-3II,11SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICSFlWIVI 3.000 .DOO 3.000
NSRDC-3Z10,NSFC/LNS C BOOSTER BICIFIlIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.380
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INCICC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATICN
3.000 2.000 3.000 1 .UU SREF 1.355G SQ.FT.


























































NSRCC-311 0,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BCIFIWl VI
Lr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' 
_rI I I I II I ' ':
. , , . q 
6 8 10 12 14 16
W WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










































.- I - .05 '- - - - - I
w
I-
-.1o0 -. .. . . .
-. 1 .
-. r -
-1s 14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2n4Z,) NSRDC-311(OSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2F1WIVI
IRN;Zoe6 NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWlV1
MACH 0.379
- Z 0 2 4 6 8 12 14 16
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES N
INCIOC CNCPOS INCICW WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 5L .FT.
3.000 2.000 3.0D0 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES


































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
NSRCC-3110MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000
0.380
REFERENCE INFORMATION























. .. . .. ___.__ 
_
_I _l _- 
_ . _ _ t _ k _ /z/ / _,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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I


















16 ie 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SS.FT.


























-- - - - -4 D 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNi2a41,; NSRDC-3S0 MOSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWIV1
(RN 517) NSRCC-311D MSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIV.
MACH 0.380
6 8 o1 12 14
- ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
= 
22 24 26
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 31

























( RN205 7 ) 
MACH
-4 -
.-I_ ___ _ _  ____ _ _ __








NSRDC-3110, HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFlWlV 
NSROC-311D0,SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2F WI VI
0.380
18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 5Q.FT.
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I I I I I
-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
'ESCRIFTION INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
/LMSC sOOSTER BIC2FIW/IV 3.000 2.000 3.000
:/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F1WIVS 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.380
I
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























. RN2O5 7 )
NACH
CONF;GURATICON DESCRIFTION
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FWI V1
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/UL4SC BOOSTER BIC2fFI WIVI
0.380
INCIOC CNOPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.































2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
iNCI C CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
Rfi BIC2FIIVI 3.000 2.000 3a.00o 1.ODD SEF I.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LOGXITlUDIAL CHARACTERISTICS NSROC 3110 BE/TA = 0
;~ . . _ _... _ _ _ ~--I-)~'~('~ " " -- ""r __ i_ _ _ -'i'"~ ~
_ . .- ' "~-- --i~ -- Y ~ '~ "' ~l ' --7 " ~ , . ' --Y -'-5 -- -/ . ... ~ -"
I







-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 I.2
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
CONFIGURATIOC DESCRIPTION INCrDC CNCFOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110NmSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV1 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.380
1.4 1.6 1 .8 2.0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
~~i ..... W- 
k-~~~ .......
-
- --- -~~i 
-.0 i . . _
-16 -14
DATA SET SYMBOL
( RN24Z I ) 
(RNZ058)
A CH





4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNCPOS INCICW
WIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000
1liVI 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.3rg
10 12 14 6
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORhATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS NHSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-. 040 L
-%6 -14 -12
., , T ,. , , ,~ *' , r-~ * . u * , * ~r v"~'" ,s~ _r r . r' , ,r .r~ ~ ' , ,r-
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.r , . .
~
.- ~ ... ___._ 
r _ >== > _ .~~ " 
_r-_E 
+- _ _ . K N _ _~~I
Er-- 
-10 2 4 10 12 14 A64





INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000


































































-. IS - . -.
-16 -14 -Z12 -10 - -6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN24Z) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI(RNZ058) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWVI1
NA CH 0.379
IISTICS, NSRDC 311, ALPHA = 0
IP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCICOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00D 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS° NSRDC 3L
U
LL-









- -. - 6 - 4 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIFPTION
(RNZO45 ) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 0ICFIWIYI(RN2045 ) NSRDC-31110MHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWIVI
MACH
6 8 10 12 14
: ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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( RN2045 ) 




NSRDC-3110,ISFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWI V






t1 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFCRMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUlDY LONG























-10 -8 - - 4 - 2
CATA SET SYNMBC CCONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN041 ) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC DOOSTE(RN2045 ) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MA CH 0.380
CHARACTERISTICS° NSRDC 311o BETA =
2 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 64 Z6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW WOJGPOS REFERENCE INFOR4AT1iCO
R BIC2FIWlV1 5.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























W-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .... S 














6 8 10 12 14 16 I8 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































.00 .. 6 --
-1.0 -. -6 -4 - 2
DATA SET SYMBOL







NSRCC-3110, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B IC2FWIVI1
0.380
CHARACTERISTICSo ISRDC 311o BETA =






1.GF0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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1.000 SREF 1.3550 SI.FT.



























-l - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2D41) 2 NSRDC-.3110,SFC/L#SC 30OSTER BICZFlWlV1
(RN2045 NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 81CZ2FI WiVl
MACH 0.360
ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 G. FT.
15.000 2.000 3.0G0 1.000 LREF 41.4360 iNChEF
BREF 41.4360 INCHES





LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYo LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31;0 BETA =






-0.G -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN. 41 ) NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER SIC2FIWIV1
kN2045 ) NSRCC-3110,HSFCC/LMSC DOOSTER B1C FI W VI
HA CH 0 .380
[FT COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






































_ ' _ t ~ 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
IRN2042) Q NSRCC-510.MHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER
(RN2046) £ NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTEI
MACH
6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIIC CNCPOS INCIDW
R BIC2FIW VI 3 .000 2.000 3.000
R BIC2FIWlVl 15.000 2.000 3 000
0.379
8 10 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





































































- 6 -4 - 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BIC2FI W V 3 .000 2.000 3.000
R SIC2FI Wl VI 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.379
8 O 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























...... - - .
-14 --12 -I D - O -





NSRDC-3110,1 SFC/ LMSC BOOSTER 81 CFIlW Vl
0.379
- 0 2 4 6





1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







&LA' r_ fl7 n t -~ Inu A 1 I .r…,. .fIn a. .A, Tr itv ,fl Annlfll ni i n rTA - n
ILC/MISFC BOIUSTER SIUUYo LOUNGI1UDINAL CHAKWAClERISTKICS NSKUL 311Ut ti l = U
aO -0 -6 -4 -a 0 4 6 l 10 1z 14 le 8 O20 22 24 Z2













2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















































-°o - - -
- 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN2017) Q NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LNSC BOOSTE(RNZOdl) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTE
NACH
2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INC DC CNCPOS INCICW
R BICFI WI V 3.000 1.000 0.000




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTER





























a 4 0 1l0 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIIC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BIC2FI WIV 3.000 1.000 0.000
R BICIFIWI V 3.000 1.000 0.000
0.382
16 18 20 22 24
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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( RN 201 )
MACH
.
-6 - - 2 IU 2 :4 1o 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW
MiSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlV& 3.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI 3.000 1..000 0.000
0.382
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.0U0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2.17) n NSRDC-3i0,WSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIlVI(RN20De )e Z NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVl
NACH
6 8 10 1s 14 16 1s
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGCFOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 S











































w g * g w I r- ~ w_ w v ' w I y ~ g w * "8 r Y · Y. ~ r~r-l ~ I · yi[
.-- ____ _ . _ . 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 
"~~ 
Z: - -
, + _,. _ I I _ _~~ ., 
t_~~ f/-_ _tt t t </ 
i < _1 _ _-- -XL _ I _ __~~~~~~~~~
. - -7-I/ 
a l: 4 0 a *l 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ION INCICC CNCFOS INCICW
OOSTER BICZFItWIV 3.000 1.000 0.000
OOSTER 81CIFI WIV 3.000 1.000 0.000
0.382
= 
ZQ ao cu c& 44 co
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110, BETA
-&o - D - t) - 4 - a
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CRNZOI 7 ) 
( RN2081)
NACH
j - a 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,D SFC/LS45C BOOSTER BIC2FI11 V
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIClFlWIVS




3.000 1.0 0 0.000
0.382
16 16 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






























g * I ! ., -. T '-T-- -- r 9. "- ! 1- ,, v v v -- II ~'' r" . . . .1-- . . -- 'l-r---- -
. ~ . -~
F._
?~ ~ ~ ~~~__ 
L~~~ 
I .1I I 0.4
LIFT
I0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2
COEFFICIENT, CL
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW
3.000 I .DO 0.000
3.000 1.000 0.000
1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.0DD SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.







































- a -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNF0OS INCIOW
TER 81C2FIWI V 3.00DD 1.000 .D 00
TER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.000
0.381
8 10 12 14 I6
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY,, LATERAL. CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I~ I 1- -r' -1 ..
C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
F-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
l , ., ,,.- 
f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,







-6 - 4 - 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCI;C CNDPOS INCIOW
ER 1ICZFIWl VI 3.00D 1.000 0.000







































































-. 1s5 - -
-SG -14 -52 -S0 - e - I - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I RNZOI) C) NSRDC-3110 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV1(RN2.02) } NSRDC-3110.NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
14ACH
NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
P ANGLEo BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIOW




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





















6 8 10 12 14 16 12 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES













.00 - - - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2O?7) C NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWlVI
(RNZOI) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
4ACH 0.362
6 10o 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNCFOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 .000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1 .3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYv LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3II0o BETA = 0
-~~~~~~ ' " '-" -" -, - -.. . _. -__
_-...-- ___ __ . .-
16 3 i -
_-ID - C - 6 - 4 - 2 O Z ,4 6 5 tO t2 J4 16 16 20 22 24 2C
DATA SET SYMBOL





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
R BI C2FI WI V 3.OO 1.000 0.000
R Bl C2FI Wl VI 15,000 1.000 0.000
o. 38e
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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CONFI GURA TI O CESCRIPTIONX
NSRCC-3110, NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BCZFI WI V
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2.FIli¥Vi
I I i I










2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS
R BIC2FVIWV1 3.00D 1.000 0.000 2.000
 BIC2FIWIV1 15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000
0.382


































[ER STUDYo LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
! , y i ... I * i . .i ,,, . ! . . I rTy T ! * · TT ,, ,_ _Tr Ty m I I I Ifi' i ! V·¥ ii'm i 
//- 
f,._
- F - - - - Z -~~~~~
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- 6 - 4 - 2 6 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEG
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-311IMSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FWI V1
NSRiCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1CZF1 I VI
0.382
14 16 18 ZO 22 24 26
;REES
INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
3.000 1.000 C.OO 2.000 SREF 1.3550 S6.FT.
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16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.
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-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.o
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNFPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/.LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWI VI 3.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110,iSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FI1WIV 15.000 1.000 0.000
0.382
2 1.4 1.6 I.8 2.0
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 $1.FT.
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I
1610 a 12 14
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
RNZOIB ) Q NSRCC-3110M.SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.uOO 2.000





















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYo LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
rr Tr ,r r,---rvr- 
--- -v- -r--- Tr T
!
- - -_ -
__-V_ 
- - - -_
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I RN20 2J 
NACH
-12 -10 - a 0 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIIVI 3.000 1.00D 0.000 2.000
NSRDC-3110],SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIIV1I 15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000
0.381







































LL-J -. 0 -
-. ……
-16 -14 -12 -10 - -6 -4
SIDE SLI
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRZPTZOC#
(RN2018) Q NSRCC-310.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BZC2FIWIV1
(RN2022) NSRDC-3110, SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWlVl
HACH 0.381
-2 0 2 4 6 a Io0 2 14 16
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIJC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE I .5000 FERCNT
PAGE 154
IMSC/MrFf ROPISRTFR STIiDY¥. flMsGI1TlfIALI CHARACTFRISTICS.o IRDC 3110. BETA = 0
_ _- -
__-__ - ___-
_ _ __ __ _ ._-__









. =1I . 1 1
0 2 4 8S 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
IN INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGPOS
)STER BIC2FIIVl 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
)STER BICIFIWVI 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
0.382


































. _.. _ _. _ _ 
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_V -_ _ . _
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 18- 2 t4 __6
-s -e - 2 0 2 4 6 e to 2 i 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA, DEGREES
IBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110 HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FItW4VI .ODD 2.0oo O.G000
NSROC-311i0, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BiCIFIWIVI 3.G000 2.000 0.000
0.382
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 S6.FT.






























is i8 22 24 oeI
-0 S
LM SC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSROC 3110e BETA = 0T- ' I i 1 i 1 i i - l l i i i y i 11 "iii





- a - 6 - 4 -2 0 4
ANGLE OF
3OL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFI IVI
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIlWIVI
4CH






18 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNHFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R 81CZFlWIV1V 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R BICIF1WlVI 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
XMRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP 0.2250 INCHES





















-10 - -4 -2
CHARACTERISTICS9
2 4 6 a
0o BETA= 0
12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNOPOS INCICW
RN2025) 0 NSORDC-3l110GSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIltIV1 3.000 2.000 0.000(RN2069) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000
"A CH 0.382
W4GPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















-1 a - - - a a 4
I-
U--
-10 2 4 J
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICO DESCRIPTION
(RN202I NSrDC-311,HMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIIV
(RN2Z89) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH 0.382
6 8 10 1t 14 16 is 20 22 24 Z6
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INC;OC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 Z.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
NSRCC-II10tNSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1 3.000 Z.00O 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























a- .1 .. .
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 O.Z 0.4
LI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ0o5.) NSRDC-3sII10SFC/LNSC BOCSTER BICZFIWIV1
(RN2089) NSRCC-3St10,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER SICIFIWIVI
A CH 0.382
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 2.0
FT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










































! r ! I i i ! ! *- * ! ... ! ! * "'e · * r i ! · u in * iT ! i' ' wl' i ! I ·f . !Ei !!! ! !
_r = = =_== 
.~~~~~~ ...













-6 -4 -Z 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
TER 81C2FIWlV1 3.000 2.000 0.000
TER 81Cl F WS v .00 2.D000 0.000
0.381
































































-6 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW
ER BlC2FI/WV1 3.000 2.000 0.00o















I I1 ,0 I
a


































NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BtICFI WI V1





















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
I
6 a 10 .2I 14 16 .1. 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION ESCRIPTION
(RNZ025) Q NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1







2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























































-10 - a - -4 -2 O 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(¢RNo2L'5 j NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER IZC2FIWIVI
(RN20Z9) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
MACH
6 0 10 12 14






2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















-10 - - 6 - 4 - 2 0 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RNZ025) 2 NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC UOSTLN CILZFIWIV1
(RN2029) NSRDC-3110,D SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWI VI
MACH 0.382
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.00DD 0.000 2.000 SREF 13550 SQ.FT.







LMHSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0





















I16 is 20 22 24 24
WNCGOS REFERENCE INFORMA TION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 I N4tE 5



















































NSROC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 81C2F Wl V
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
0.38Z
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENC:E INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 Z.O f SAEF 1.3550 Sa.FT.







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
LMSC/MSFC BOOS'
< < TT T
__ _ . ___ _ - _ _ _
_ _ __ __ ._ ___  _ O _ __. _ _
_ _ _.__ _ _ g r -\s . _,
-_ _ -7- a _ _W- _ _ a7 __ _ __. _ R _ _ _
_ _ _ _S L _ . ___
. _. , / f __ _ __ _
-_ _-7 C __ _ _ __ __ _
-- _ t _ _t-l-- X _ _ _ _ _
, 1_
D . t . z _ . . q . .
4<
/
-4 -- 4 8 10 12 14
ALPHA. DEGREES
CICC CNDFOS INCIDW
.0¢0G 2.0 1ou 0.G0
.000 2.000 0. GD00
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORiMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




ZMRF 0. Z250 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 FERCNT
ANGLE COF ATTACK
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIFTION INM
· RNZOg5) NSRCC-31 D,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER O CEFIWVI 3
(RNZO29)S NSR[C-3lIMHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2F'WI VI 15
MACH 0.382
PAGE 171





































CONIFICGURTION DCECRIFr i ON
NSRDC-311D0,MFC/ LMSC DOOSTER BlC2FlWlVI
NSRDC-3110),MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICFI Wl Vl
0.382





IN.ICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 2.00D SREF 1.35o0 s5.FI.
0L,O0 2.0UD LREF 41.4560 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRF 31 .1400 INCHES
YMRP O.O000 INCHES
ZHRF . 2250 INCHIES




























-D.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0
DATA SET $5MBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
.RN2EZ5) R NSPRC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW
(RN202J) NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIW
HA CH 0.382
.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2 .4 1.6 1. 2.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
'lVi 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1 .3550 SQ.FT.
d1Vl 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.0D00 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES















































I RNZ20)( RHZ0'30) 1 
MA CH
-i-1. .r- _1-rT _-----v-y---ry .......... __p .. ... __i-- _r- _
_. -_ _ ___ __ 
_ _
1,~~~~ ~~ _- _-- ______ __ _____ _____ _____
14 -12 -tD - 0 - 6 - 4 -
. SIDE SLIP ANGLI
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-311D0,SFC/LHSC BOOSTER 1BC2F1 WlVI
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1C2F1WIVI
I I
S 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSROC 31100













-16 -14 -12 -10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2020) Ql NSXDC-311,MHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIV1 3.00D I.QQD 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.


























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS,9 SRDC 3110, ALPHA = O DEGREES




















-. 25 14 1 7 -7 a .6 4
-ZC -14 -12 -10 - 2 - G - 4
SIDE SLi
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZDO2) Q) NSR.DC-311i0,MFC/LMSC BOOSTER EBlCFIW'VI
(RNZO3O )Li NSRDC-31 O ,SFC/LM5C BOOSTER B CeF1 W V
MACH 0.301
P ANGLE. BETA. DEG
INCIC CNDcFOS
3 .000 n 1,O
15 000 2,0GO
iREES
INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.OOG 2.0GD SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.


































BOOSTER STUDYQ LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 NSRDC 3110 BETA =
-10 -o - 6 -4 - 2
DATA SET SYNaOL
t RN-1 13 )
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CCONFICURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
NSRCC-3110,SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFiWIVS 3.00c 1.000 3.000 2.000























-30 - -6 -4 -






NSBDC--3110,HSFC/L>BC BOOSTER BlC1 FlWlVl
MACH
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.00)0 2.0005 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3. 00 1.000 3 .OG3 20.0DO LREF 41.4360 INCHES
DREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMNRP 31.1400 INCH7S

























- 0 6 - -- 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMYOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRIPTION
IRNZ049) N .R¢C-3110,HSFC/LHSC GOOSTER BIC2F1WIVI
IRNO113} NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIW1V1
HACH 0.382
TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31100
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.00G 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

















-10 - - . - 4









INCICC CNOPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3 DDe 1 .Or, 3.OD30 2.OlD SREF 1.355 S. .FT.

















_' _ _ _i 
/
D -. . - 6
T
-4 -2 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
IRNZO49) NSRDC-3110,WSFC/LMSC SOOSTE(RN2113) NSRDC-3110.MSFC/LHSC BOOSTE
A CH O .382
2 4 6 a 10 12 14 a15 1 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICZFIWIVI 3.GoO l.ODD 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






































-Io -a - 6 - 4 - 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYii3OL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2iL49) NSR1 C-3/1J,,5FC/LMSC BOOSTER SIC2FlWlVi
(RN2z131 *2 NSRiC-31l1,MSFC/L.M$C BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI
MACH 0.38Z
NSRDC 31W0, BETA = 0
ATTACK, ALPHA. DECREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNCFSO REFER'NCE INFORMATION
3.0DI 1.0LDU 3.0DG 2.OOO SPEF J.3550 Sd.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL
.00D ! IrI IJ . I I









INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.G0G 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

















































CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCIDC CNVFOS
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BSIC2F/WlV 3.IODD 1,000
NSRiDC--311iMSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFl1V1W' 3.0OO I.0 ,O
0.382
INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMHATlIN
3.000 2.OGO SREF 1.3550 S .FT.
3.DG000 2.D0 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES




















- 0 _ -0
-J











3 -4 -- 2 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC.2fIW 3V .000 3.D0i 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110o ALPHA = O DEGREES

























-C - 6 -4 -a 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
IFTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
C BOOSTER BICZFIWIVf 3.ODD I.OI0 3. 0OD
C BOOSTER EiCIFl WI VI 3.000 1.000 3. 0GG
0.381
WNGOPS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SkEF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
















-ie -14 --12 -10 - 0 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIi
DATA SET $YHMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICW
(Rpmzr50) NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER i3ICZFIW'Vl
( RNZi 4 ) NSROC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER Bl ClFI WI V1
MACH
NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
P ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW
3.000 1.000 3 .000
3. GOD 1.00 3.000D
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.



































ANGLE CF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CCNF/GUVRA fION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNGFOS IEICCW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC OOSTEl5 B1C~FIWIV1 3.00D 1.,O 3.D0DO
NSROC-311G0MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BCCPFI IV1 1 S.GoJ 1.OD 3I.UOO
0.352
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.iDOL SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















. Ot ........ .
.,-1 1 -S -4 6 - 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYHSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RJ12043) N lSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
( RN2053 NSRDC-311 M0 SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1 C2F11 W VI
MACH







2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























-. 15 : I ~~~i






a -. 6 - 4 - 2
CONFIGORATION CESCRIPTI(
NSRCC-311,MSFFC/LNMC BO0
NSRDC-3S liMSF'C/LH ,C BO'
.1.
II I
u Z 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANIGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA^ DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNDFOS INCIVW
iOSTER 2tC2FlWlVI 3.0DDi SiD01 3.DOO
rTER !ICFIIIVI 15.O00t 1, 00 5 3.DOO
0.382
16 1F 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.lOD SREF 1 .3550 S.FT.

































VA TA SET rSYBOL




. _T.. .. T.. TT.i ...
-- - - -- -- --- ---- - -w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
r 
I W 0 9tt TX~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
,i 









-15 .000 1.00 3.000
D.382
16 1L 20 22 24 P6
WNGFOS. REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRF 31.1400 INCHES
YHRP 0.0000 INCHE 
.ZRP 0.2a50 INCHES
SCALE 1. 5000 FERCNT
PAGE 191























-tO - o -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICOI DESCRIPTION
(RN2049) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV1
(RN2053 NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BiC2FIWIV1
HACH 0.382
STICSo NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
6 8 ID 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.00 3.0U00 2.0010 SREF 1.3551i SQ.FT.












-1 -0 - e -4 - 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMeOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPyION
(RN2H49) n NSRCC-311D0,SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIVI(RN2 53) NSRDC-31i10,HSFC/LHSC cBOOSTER BICZFIW1VI
MACH






NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.001 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110o BETA =






























-6 -4 - 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATOr N DESCRIPTIOCN




15 .050 1. DD
O .352
INCICWJ WNG01OS REFERENCE I NFO! AT ION
3.0 I0D 2.0. SREF 1.3550 S6.FT.
3. 00 2 .O Oi LREEF 41 .4560 INCHES




SCALE 1 .500D PERCNT
PAGE 194
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STl
































INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFQRMATION
3.00 1 .000 3. 000 2.000 SNjr 1.3550 SQ. .
15.DD0 1.000 3.000 2.OGo LREF 41.4360 INCHES











































_1 | , I Tll~~~~~~~~~~~~-TT'- , - Tr-_ C.-r - r T7T
_'. __ _ .. ___... -
.___.__ ................... _ __ 
'- ... _ ._
___ . ... j............ _ 
_.___.___... i ... _ .... i-
-1 -10 - a
SI OE
DATA SET SYHEOL CONFIGURAjiiOH CESCRIFTICJ
(RNSZ5 0) rSRDC-5J1, HbESC/LL SC BOOSiTER BICZFIt
(RN2054) NSfRCC-311j0NSFC/JNSC BOOSTER E1C2F1I
MACH
A o 6
SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS
t, VI ~3.000 1.i00 3.0I DLu 2.LD0









































( RN2G54 ) 
HACH
k... _._..
.- . , , 
_ __ _ -
__ __. '_ ' _ ..... ....







-6 - 4 - 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLiP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCICW
ER BICeFIWI V 3.OOD 1 .COG 3.00D
ER BICZF1WIVI 1S.ODD .I D000 3.000
0.381




















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 310o ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
.Irs r -- r'T-I -I r III I I t 7r r--r-rY- .II-r-- -Ir- I--I 
'










.-I -; -- - -4
SIDE SL 
DATA SET sYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTICO I
IPN/zl;G) NSRCC-3110jINSFC/LMSC BOOSTEfi BIC2F1WtV
(RNZ054 ) NSRCC-31O1jtS$FC/ LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWLtVl
M.ACH n.S - -
- 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
P ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCIlW WNIGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3 .00 1oO 3. 000 2.00O SREF 1.3550 SQ.Fr.
15. 00 1.0 D 3.D00 E2. IDi L REF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
X1RP 31.14D0 INCHES
YMRP 0 .D100 INCHES

























CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIFPTION
(RN2lJ57) ; NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTEi
(RN2121) NSRCC-3I110HSFC/ LHSC BOOSTEI
MACH 0.380
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R. BIC2FIWIV1 3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















'-10 - -4 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a Au 12 14 16 1 205 22 24
ANGLE O? ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYM0OL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATIOt
(RN205 7) Q NS5RCC-3110.MSFC/L MSC BOOSTE0 R GICFIWIVI 3.05D 2 .005 3.00D 2.ooD SREF 1.355L SQ.
(RNZ121) NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC E005TER SICIFiWYi 3.0G 2,OD03..D00 2.000 LREF 41.435U INC
BREF 41.4360 INC
XtRF 531.14G 0 1 N1












LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYO LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 311iO BETA = 0
2 4 6 8 10 12 14








INCIOC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS
3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000



























































DATA SET SYMBOL COHFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
( RN057 ) 2 NSRDC-3I, 0 SMSFC/LM$C OSTER
tRNE121 } R NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER
MACH . 350
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R 0ICFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 3.0G0D 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R BICIFiWIVi 3.0D0 2,0g' .00iUu 2,00o LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES





























-. , .,_: ~r. , .. T..  T
-~r I-f T - r T-r -rr--r ri- 11V Try- ~V- -T ~~ i-- TTT T7 T
t -






. _ S _ 
I
_F_............ ?
_ _F_ . w _ _ , _ _ .
'a ; -
OATA SET SYMBOL





2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BICZFI W1 V 3.000 2.000 3.000
IR BlCIFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000
O. 30
16 18 20 Z2 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

















o - S - ---6 4 -2 t 2 4
-e 
- '
NGLATA SET SYBOL CNFIGURA N DESC  ON
DATA SET SYHMOL COhFIGURATLON DESCRIPTION
IRN2057) NSRDC-3110 ISfIC/LNSC BOOSr£R sLCZFIWIVI
(N212i ) NSIRCC-3110 HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWiVI
MAHACH D. 5350
ATT CK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIPC CNDPOS INCIOW WNS- OS REFERENCE .'iFORNfAT:ION
3.0DD 2a.DoC 3.,000 24.0;0 SREF .355D SQ.FT.




















-I3 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(¢FN E057) NSDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FI1WVI
(RNt212 i1) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIF1WIV1
MACH
ICSo NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
6 6 10 12 14 16
7 ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFPOS INCICW WNGPOS
3.000 2 .OO 3.000 2. 000









SCALE 1- .5000 FERCNT
PAGE 205
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER SiUDYO LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
L 
_. ___ 
_. .. ..,_  
_.__.._.







INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPO$
3.D00 2.00t 3.'IO0 ?.COL

















































I 1l VV PL JIUIV LI II. i1 IL yI Iti II A I %I I % Ii$ %Ii I il%~ i ,I VP I !I. 1 I V L U LL.b
-~ ._. vv i-v_ u tf vs i ~. v!u *.t v i} ·Xw vl&- &v avv v~/ i/ .a, a vv *u I . n v4*V ' i~,.tv v,. ~,.v
I~~~~~~ I, 
.6 -14 -lZ a a 6 4 4 6 6 IC 1 2 1 4 1 -
~........ .
I .~~~~~~~
36 -~.4 -,12 -10 - ,B - 6 - 4 - 2 °J ~ 4 6 6 l'O 12 t4* .5
DCA TA SET SYMBOL






SLIP ANGLE, BETAv DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW
IWVI 3.000 2.000 3.000
WIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.379
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





































































.-_ ____ __ .__ _._ _-I,
.- _ _ .~__ __ _ ___ ___ ___ti7Y _,Ii
_ _ s X __ ,.. __ _,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
_ _ _ _ _ __ o X _. ._ ___ __ ___. __ _~~~~
-14 -_a -1 i - 6 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 $ iDa 12 14 1G
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATICON DESCRIF'TION
NSRDC-311O,kSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW1VI
NSRDC-I.311,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
INCICDC CNPOS INClICW
3.000 2.000 3, o0
3,000 2.000 3. OLO
0.379
WNGHPO5 REFERENCE INIORH3 A I ON
2. OD 0 5Ri-EF 1 .3, U .S.FT.
2.00D LREF 41 .4.3BO INCHES
BREF 41 .4 ' O INCHES
XMRFp 31 .14 00 INCHES
YMRP 0.o0000 INCHES
ZMRF U.2250 INCHES
SCALE 1 .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 208
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY,








__. -0 - - -
-.25 
-
*-I _ -14 -1 -1 a 6 . 4
SIDE SL!I
DATA SET bYNBOL COCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN20585 NSRDC-5110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER SB1C2FlWIVI(RNI2Z ) NSROC-3110, HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
RN2 ZZs
MACH
CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES







2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























2 4 6 10 10 12 Je :0 t8 Z0 22 24 26.
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DGSEEE...
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGP OS REFERENCE I NF1OiA lI ON
R BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 2.O00 3.0UU 2.LoD! SREF 1I.5 5 S3.F .
R BIC2FIWlVI 15.000 2.000 3.0D0) 2.GDO LREF 4 1.34G" INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES




























6 8 10 12 14




NSRDC 3!1 O BETA = O
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL


























ICS, NSRDC 31109 BETA = 0
-GRE£S
INCTCW CFCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2l .0/ SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








-. 0.6 4 _ 
LL
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATOI0I DESCRIPTION
(RN2057) Q NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIVl
¢RNZ061 ) NSRDC-311JNSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BI C2FIWI VI
MACH 0.380
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3 .00 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





















ICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC 0OOSTER BIC1 FIWIV
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER 9BC2FIWI¥1
0.380
INCIDC CNPFOS INCYVI C.,CGPOS REFRENrCE ;FOR\ 0 I'ION
3.00 2.0OD 3.C; 2Os SRsF 1,3550 SQ.FF.
15.00G 2.ODO 30 D.D 2.0Dl[ LREF 41 .3. 60 INCHES
BREF 41,4360 INCHES















DAT8 SEt SYME`- CONf lCUATION DESCRIFTJON
-4
- 2 - ~ - 4 - 2 - - 4
TA S'T 57 NFIGSRC-310 MSFCLMSCR  B OSTR Vl
(R-'61 ) NSR9C-3110,t5FC/LHSMC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIVI
HACH 0.380
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 24
ATTACK. ALPHA. CEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCICW WNCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00D 2.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE I .5000 FERCNT
PAGE 215
4, 0
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL










1000 1 * i -









2 4 6 8 lo 12 14 1I
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNG5
R-BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000 2.
tF BIC2FIW1VI 15.000 2000 3.000 2.
FOS REFERENCE INf'RttATI ON
000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
000 LREF 4 .43560 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES





























































NSRCC-31!0,MSFC/LNSC BOOSfER BIC2FI WIV
0.380
O.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1,4 1.6 1 .8 2.
COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.0O05 2.00G 3.00( 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES





LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 NSRDC 3110, BETA
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
.01 fI I . I I I * I I - -'I I r-. . I I I Ir F I F I I F I .r- I 7-r I a - I -II rI - r I I Ir III. I -rf I
__ ___ __ _ _ _ __ _ ______ _-
_.. _ _ . . . ___ _ _ _
=X;-lXr-l D W; X
__- =- _ + At I -____== =-
_ _ .. __ _ A t _ _ _ .
. , __ '.- _ .. _
__,_ .__ ___. __ . __ __ ____ _,,_._ _
______ __ __,. _ , . ___. __. _, ....... _ ___ ....... _.__. .... __. _ . __, _._ 
_|_ _. t __ W _ > _ .... ... .
-IG -14 -2 - - - - - 4
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRiPTION0
(RN-Z58) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1C'CIWWiVI
(RN2062) NSRDC-3110,MSF'C/LHSC BOSTER B1C2F WlVl
2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE. BETA, DUEGREES




2.0002 . 0 '0 Qi
6 10 12 I4 1f
.EFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 1.3550 SQ.Fr.
LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
XMRf 31.1400 INCHES-
































MA CH 0, 379
.06P-1
I
''*I ' I .... I ' '' I 
_ - _
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYo
.040 . I I I I I I TI I 
X .oo
.oZO






I -. 0_ 
Z
< -. 025 
-
0
-. 034 .L... * -
-16 -14 -1a -10 - B - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
CATA SET SYMNOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN2O58) NSRDC-31ID0MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FI1WIV(RN262J NSRC3C-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFiWlVl
HA CH 0.379
P ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 2.000 3.Oo 2.000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YMRF 0. 000 INCHES
ZMRP 0.2250 INCHES
SCALE 1 .5000 FERCNT
PAGE 219










-. 5 -- '
-. 2 0 _a_
-16 -4 -1 -10 - B - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
CATA S YT SyMbOL CONFIGLRATINO CESCRIFTION
tIRMNOS6 S) NSRDC-3110, HSFC/LMSC BOOSTNR IC2FIWl Vi
(RN206O ) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LHSC OOSTER 81 CF1 W Vi
NACH 0.379
- 0 2 4 b a I0 la 14 
P ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
53.000 2.OD D 3.,0DD Z.00 SREF 1 ,3550 SaFT.
15 .00uD 2.0 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
EREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES
ZHRF 0.2250 INCHES



























-1G - - 6 -4 - 2
CATA SET SYHBCL CONFIGURATIOUN ESCRIFTION
(RNNOuS) Q NSRCC-3110tHSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RN2069 L NSRLC-3110t MSFC/LHSC BOOSTE
HA CH
2 4 6 8 iD 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
R BICZF1WIvi 15.000 1.000 O.000
PR BlCtFIWlVI 15.00 1.000 0.00o
0.379
WNCFGOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























-10 - a - 6 - 4 - a 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGUFATIOH CESCRIlTICN
(RNZ0D5) Q NSRDC-3J10,MSFC/LHSC BOOS rE BIC2SFwZ Vi
IRN2069) NSRoC-3110tMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER EBLClFlWIVl
MACH 0.379
6 a 10 12 14
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIC CNFPOS INCIDW
15 .o000 1.0 0. O.O
15.000 1.00r 0. 000
WIN;GFO3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
I .L0~ SREF I .3550 SQ.FT.
1 .oLJ LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
DREF 41 .4360 INCHES
XMRF t3 .1400 INCHES
YMRF 0 .0000 INCHES
ZMRF 0.2250 INCHES
SCALE 1 .5000 FERCNT
PAGE 222























0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCiDC CNDFOS INCICW
5OSTER BS1CFIWIVI 15.000 1.000 0.000
)OSTER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 1.000 0.000
0.379
16 18 20 22
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.




































_~~~~-- _. _- _ _-- -_ ___ __ .------.------- -- _ . -- -_
F~~~~. _ W__ .___g__
I





16 1 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
1.000 SREF I.3550 SQ.FT.











( RN2069 1 
MA CH
1.
6 e 10 12 14
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CfDPOS INCIOW








































I RN2G59 1 
MA CH




__ _ . __ _ " _ _ _ _ .. . ';!i~;!~ ~!··' !··i!·i! i!' !ii !!!!!i·!·i 





.,- _ . , _ / F _ ' _ _I
2 4 6 8 10 .12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
R BICEF1WI Vl 15.000 1.000 GO.D00
R B IC1 F1I1 15 .000 1 .000 0.000
0. 379
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPO$S REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.DOD LREF 41.4560 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES






















SRDiC 3 1 0, BETA = '0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCflPTION INCIDC CNCPOS INC.IC LWN=GPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
NSRDC-31I1,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVi s1.000D 1.000 0.U00 1.00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1 .5000( PERCNT
.9PAGE 226
PAGE 226
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3i10 BETA = 0











-l . h A . . .- I . 4_L I. L. I . .L . I / I ... . .L .. _ _. I I . . . _ .
- 2 0
LATA 5'T 'YMBOL CO(NFIGURATION E$CRIPTION
( RNZODS · NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RN20D69 I NSRCC-31O,MHSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
HACH




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BCZFIWVI 15.000 ..OO 1D0 O.DD




000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0






_1-D.2 0.0 O.~'. 0,4 0.6 ,0,8 I .0 J .2 / .4 I o6 1.8 2.0
DATA SET SYMBHL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RND005) 1 NSRDC-311D0MSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW
(RN26D9) L NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIClFiW
NA CH O. 371
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIL)C CNDPOS INCiDW WN0POS REFERENCE INFORnATION
1 VI 15.000 1.0 O.000 1 . OC, SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1VI 15.0DO 1 .000 I .001) .00 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .43 INCHES































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110 . LPHA = 0 DEGREES
_ _~~~~~ _ _..._ __ .......















-4 - 2 O' 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DE
INCIDC CNDFOS
R BIC2FIWlVI 15.000 1 .D0
sE BsClFlWlV 15.000 1.000
4 6 8 10 12 14 16
:GREES
iNCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.0Do 1.000 SREF 1.355D SQ.FT.






































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY4 LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
_, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__ _ _ .____ 
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _._._____._
_ ___ _. __ _. _ ___ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~___
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.c _ _ -.__ ----1------ 
-. 0 . _40
-16 -14
DATA SET SYMSOL C






- 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
.R EICZFIWIVI 15 .000 1( /OD 0.000
R BIC1FIWIV1 1.000 O.000














































-6 - 4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNPCOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
TER 1BCZFWIVII 15.000 1.000 0.0O0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
5TER BIClFIWIVI 15.000 1.000 0 000 1.U00 LRfiEF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES















ANGLE OF ATTACK, AL..PHA, DEGREES
CA TA SE r YHMOL






;NiCIVC ;CNDPCS I NIoW Wi;GPOS REFERENCE IPIFORMA FION
15 .000 1 .0O0 0.00 1.00D SREF 1 .550 SQ.FT.
15 .000 2.00{i 0.000 1 .00D L0REF 4 .4 50 INCHES





































2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIrC CNDCFOS INCICW
R 85C2FIWVI 15. DOO 1.000 0.000
BR BICFIW IVI 15. G00 2.000 .0
HA CH
WNFPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
1.G0UO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
























ICS5 NSROC 3110, BETA = 0
: ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCTDC CND f'S INCICW WNOFOS
15.D000 1.00 O.OG0 1 .O0D



























NSRDC-31J0, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B C2FIWI V
0.3g9
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.00D 1.000 G.000 1.G00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




ZHRF f. 2Z50 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 235
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGR'EES
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0Irs Tw- t ~ T  r rr-' 'I-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~~~i-- - -l------
~~Iiffi- -- ----
-'--0-~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l--
/w
_ 
~~~ ill - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-10 - o - 6 - 4 - Z
I
o a" 4 6 8 10 1 2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEG&,EES
I-












l.00 LI .O0 J



























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRfDC 3110. BETA = 0
"~-rn r vr 'd " t T I i "' ' y fIFw ;w Tr''"'" u! ~~ · Yw ! ·s Ig ff I 'dI· i
t- - - - -: - - - - - - -- :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f I
....
- - - - : - - - -~~~









2 4 6 8 ID 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
lNCIOC CNCPOS INCICW WNt
R B1C2FIWIV1 15.0 0 1 .00 .000 1 
R BIC2FIWlVI 15 .0G00 2.000 U.000 D 1
8 a20 24 26
GPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP O.2250 INCHES

























.. .. .. I . - . - .3
U .040
z






.020 _ - - - --- a 4
A- NG! E AOF
DATAI S1' SYHC'L CONFlGURAlNC ESfi l DECFTITON
I(RN 25) Q NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC 005TER BICEFIWIV1
(RN zI5)1 J NSRCC-3Sl)M,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICBF1W2VI
HACH 0.379
NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS ' INCIDW WNFGC3 REFERENCB INFORNMATION
15 .DOD 1 .000 .000 .D00 SREF 1.3550 $Q.FT.
15.00O 2.00D 0a.000 .O1DD LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES
YMRP 0o.00l0 INCHES
ZNRP F . 250 INCHES













DATA SET StYNOL CONFICURATICN DESCRIFTION
(RNZOO5) NSRCC-3510,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 81C2FIWIVI
[RNZ013) NSRDC-311D0,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFlWIWVI
MHACH 0.379
INCICC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.DO0 1.OO OU.DO0 .000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































-r-T'I J * _ rT T r-T -J _T T - ' T - .
+-_ _ .__ __ __ __
- I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
r __ K __ __ _ _ ____,
,___ _ .V ___ . __ _ __,~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ I I _ _ _ IIIII-
,__ _ 1 SK __ _ ..- 11II I·
,_ _ .. ,. _ __w ___ _ ____ _ _~~~~~~~~~
,--., = .. _ .- ' . _ _, t =-. _ _ . - :_ _~~~~




S 4 1D0 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYrM¥ L CONFIGUATICN CESCRIFrION [NC1DC CNDPO I1NC!IDW WNPC5'CO
(RNZio6s ! NS6DC-3I0O MSFC/Lk*C BOOSTER iC2FIWI IVI 15.000 1.,DD 0.000 1 .0D00
[RN2Q.14) NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC LOOSTER B1C2FW1lV1 15.D00 2.000 0.000 1.ooD
MA CH 0.3eo
REFRENCE .INFORMA f ON
SREF 1.3550 SQ. FT.
LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES





' - r '-- .. ~
~ ' r -
L ~ ~~~~~~~~~ 1(
s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"/. - - -- --
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- -- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
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-1u - 8 -6 -4 - 2 a 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES








INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15 .0 0DE 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 5Q.FT.


































-16 -14 -1Z 6
LM4SC/MSFC BOOSTER STUEDYL LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES







-. 15 _ _
-. 25 _ .
DATA SET S.Y4OOL







G - 4 - 6 D 10 1 2 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
JNCICC C:DPO iS INi CW JC P 0 REFERENCE INFORMA T1IO
/k ESicFIw:VI 15.00 .oo51. O C1.00 I .UODl SREF I .3550 S(.FT.
R BIC2FIWIV1 15.000 2.0LiG; C.0 I) 1.O iOU LREF 41.4361 INCHES
BREF 41,4360 IiNCHES
XMRP/ 31.1400 INCHES









U 0.6 - -
0 0.4
-J
0.0 - -a 6 - - 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYi0Lo CCNFIC-URATION DESCRIPTION
IRNGOD1S fl NSRCC-31Jf0MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BtC2FlWlVI
RN207T3) [j NBR-C-3110,MSFC/LkSC BOOSTER BICIFI Wl VlI
MH CH 0.381
1ISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA 0 O
6 8 lo 12 14
F ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.a0O 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF . 1.3550 SQ.FT.







BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA O0
t -04 - 6 - 4 - 2 
-10 *- - G -O - 2 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIOGURATION DE$CRIFTION
( RNZ009 ) NSlDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOSTE
(RN2D73) NS0LEC-3110,FSFC/ LMSC 0OO0TE
MACH U.381
ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIlW WIN POS REFERCNCE INFOiH ATION
ER 5CjFIV1I 3.Gt7 2.OGo 0.L0D )! . .COL SREF 1.355G SQ.fT.




ZNMRP 0 2250 INCHES








































<t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ lL, 1t 
TT-1--i.-,- -r,-- r-r -y--'~ T- T1 T V TT f,--Ir -1--T TT
IXXXX_0_+_ XX X ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- 6 - 4 -2 0 a 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGUIATION CDSCRIFTION
NSRDC-310,MNSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIW1VI
NSRfiC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI







1.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

















































( RN2U 73 ) 
MACH
0
+ _ __ ._ ____ ._ _ -_ .
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ _._ __ __ __
_ _ _ t- _ _ _ a _ -
_ _ _ + v e t __ _
L'[ 4'XCXX<X
_ l 1 tS _







n 2 4 6 8 1 12 ' 4 36 1 -0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES




3.000 2.000 OG.000 1,0013 SEF









































2 4 6 a8 0 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCIOW
R BIC2FIWV1 3. 000 2.000 0.000




















- 2 - ---
- 4t -_ __ -__-_-
. _ ....
-ID - -6 -4 - 0 2 4
ANGLE QOF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
IRNEDo9) Q NSRCC-31lHMSFC/LMS O B OSTER DIC2FIWlV
(RN2073) /) NSRDC-3I10,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER EICIFIWIV1
MACH 0.381
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW NCGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.aD0 2e.DO 0.000G 1 .o0 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.


































'U00 - - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
( RNZOG9 )  NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICEFlWlVl
IRND?73) NSRLC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH D. 38
22 24 2610 12 14 16 IS
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 - 0.000 1.00o SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







i ,~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ 1 I I i * * I * * i * * rT§w I _T ****** **i 
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3i10, BETA = 0




















-0.4 -0.E 01 ]1 0,. 0,4 0.6 .o 1.0 !L_ , I .4 6. -6 I .. 6 . .0
-0.4 -0o.2 a D.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,S t.0 I .2 1.4 1. 6 1 .86 2.0 I 1
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
CONFIGURATCON CELECRIFTION INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F1WIVI 3.000 z.000 0.000 .0UO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
































NSROC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICFI WI V
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
0.382
NSRDC 3110O ALPHA - 0 DEGREES
- 2 0 2 4 6





1.000 SREF . 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
.--- rrm- -r-- ,r- -r-r- --- m- r-r- -om -r--y -r-i -n .m n r-,-1
.... __ L_. ..... ., _ . . . . _ .~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-14 - 6 -4 4 10 12 1il 16




















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31103 ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
t k .
-12 -10 0 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES








INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS
3.000 2.000 0.000 1 .000










































-0 - 8 -6 -4 - a0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYHW3OL CONFIGURATfON DESCRPFTION
I RN2021I o f' NSRDC-311I MHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FI WSVI








2.000 SREF 1.3550. SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
8BEF 41.4360 1NCHES



























2 4 6 6 10 12 14 1.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNCPOS INCIDW WI
'R BICZFIWIV I 15.000 1.000 0.000o 
R B1C2FIWIVI 15.000 2D000 0.00o
fNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
IMRF 31.1400 INCHES



















CDATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIP-TION
¢(RNZ?1 ) ] NSRDC-3110DMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 0DC2FIWlVI








INCIDU WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
G0.003 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 31I 0I BETA =_0























16 18 20 22 24 26
WN CPCS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQFT.
































- 6 - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
COfNFIGURATION CDFSCRPFTICN IN¢C!DC CNDFPOS INCiDW hNGBOS REFERENCE INF'ORMATION
NSRDC-I1O,MHSFC/LNSC BOOSrER BIC2FIWVI 15 ,000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.Ff.
NSRDC-3,I10,MSFC/LMSC sOCSTER BIC2FIWIVI 15.000 2.OD0 0.000 2.OOO LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES






arnnI U rrr, r r 1I.nr I r TleAl nt tn.A -T% n raI a rrItf eltfl Lnnrn . ion nrTA -
.MbL/MShL BUUST1 b1UUY, LUNblIUU1NAL CHALAKlILKIb11Lb, NHKUL JIIUs UTLIh = U
__ _ I ____- ___ ___ _ -
it 4-5--4- 24 e - 12 i4 16 18 20 22 24 266











INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0D.D0 2.GOD SREF 1.3550 S.FT.







































DATA SET SfYDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2021J) NSRDC-311GMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWJVI
(RN2121) B NSRDC-'310jMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIlWIV
MACH G0.382
6 8 10 12 14 10 1B 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.G00GG 1.00 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 2.o00 0.000 2.0D0 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
EREF 41.4360 INCHES






-0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
DATA SET ¥YN30:L
1 RNZG21 ) Q




NPACC-3110,MHSC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCFI W VI






INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
D.000 2.000 SREF '1.3550 SQ.FT.


























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
I_ I I" r i 1 i ! ! 1 l ! '|i"1 "-1
- : F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ 1 _ - 1-- --- -- _ -_ ____- ~ ~_ __ _-
----- ~~~-- -- ._ f----- - - __jiiji;-- - ______ ___
-14 -12 -Io I 4 Q I I 6 I i . ._ 10 12 14 16







NSRDC-3110,MSFC/ LHMC BOOSTER BIC2FlWVI
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
15.G00 1.000 0.000
15 .DD 2.000 0.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1 .3550 SQ.FT.




















































LMSC/HSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC
.040 -I I I I I I I F ' I I r I *,, ! I I I I IIIt If t I I Ir I I I I I I' '
-.040
-16 - -1 -0 - . -6 - 4
-04 sfi - 14 -lz -la - e - 6 - 4
CATrA 52T SYNHOB CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN'42Ei) NS$RCC-310 H MSFC/LMSC BOOSTEi
(RNZJ30) L NSRDC-3115 HSFC/LHSC BOOSTEF
MACH 0.380
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFPO INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC2FiWIV1 15.000 1.GOD o.G00 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











































14 -12 - - 6 -4RN S 31-.0  SFC OOSTER 
-. MACH 0.3
-S8 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYNOOL CONF1GURATION DLSCR!CTICN
(RNZOEI) Q NSRDC-3130,NISFC/LMC BOOSTER BICeFZWIV1
(RN230I0 NSRDC-310.,HSFC/ LN$C BOOSTEP B1CSFIFWVI
MACH 0.381
-2 0 2 '4 6 a Io 2 14 1 
P ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1 .D000 0.000 2.0O0 SREF I .3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
XMRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP 0.2250 INCHES


































INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15 .000 1.000 3.0 i.D1 1.000O
15 .OD 1.000 3 .000 I .000
MACH
0
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA =0
__ _. _ .I __ _; _J __ [ ; rE [ __ . _. _; _ _ ;k _ [ _ _ __ _ _f _ [ r * [ _[ w [ * [' 
itlt tt~tltll, -, :-
__ _ _ _ _ _ . . _-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I I
- 8 -6 -4 - 2
I I
0 2 4 6 10 1 2 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYH0OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2037) NSRC-3110 ISFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI







CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.ODO 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















































- 6 - 4
_I
- 2 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTON
NSROC-3110,MSFC/L, SC BOOSTER B1.C2FI WV1
NSRCC-3110,MiSFC/LM5C 60OvSTE. 5iCIFi41V1
_
6 6 10 1a 14
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCICOW
15 .0DO 1.00l 3 .000L
15 .Ouo 1 .0D0 3. 000
0.381
16 1 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
I.00D0 REF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







































INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSO NSRDC 3110.



















-10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGRATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ037) Q NSRDC-31D,HSFC/ LMSC 50051
( RNZ1 01) I NSRCC-311j HNSFC/LHSC 00OST
I MACH
2 4 6 8 10 i2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW
TER B1C2F1WIV1 15.000 1.OD0o 3.000
TER BLCIFIWaVI 15.000 I.DO  3.000
0.3 1
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.Fr.




















,.. _ I _ _ _ ~I..... __
1X;XXXX~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1XXX$XXXTX~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~= ' , ,,X X
-10 -
DATA SET SYMBOL
t RN2T1 } CR9212 
0 - 6 - a 2 .4 6 8 0D 2 14





INCIJDC CNCOPS INCICW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000


























2_.I- * *I . .i . I .* . a j . . J... I . * I ,_- · . J- . 1 I. . . I * I . . . I . I. . -. I. . .
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO
(RN237O ) Q NS






; - __ 7 __
- . _ . . .
' . . .
.
- ' 
. EF Mc!E.% E
w . . _ _ . .
. __ 
;- __ _ __ . -_.: s._ . . _ .
__ _ _., _.___ _ _ ._ _ _ _. _ 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I.C 1.;
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
SCRIFTI SFN INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
LMSC BOOSTER ICGFIWUIVI 15.000 1.000 3.000
LHSC BOOSTER B1ClFlSIVI 15.000 I.OD 3.000o
O.381
2 1.4 1.6 1.6 2.0
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA
- 2 0 2 4 6 8 I0 12
DEGREES
14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON5FIGRATION DESCRIPTION
(RND203 NSRDC-31,HMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI(RN21) ZS NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH
INCIDC CNDPCS INCIDW WNGFOS
15.000 1.0O0 3.000 1.000


































A~~~~~~i li ii I1
.1'
" i '' ;"' I i~8 




-16 -12 -10 - a - 6 - 4
E
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-14
-- ' '-I ', ..... , 7T, .,g*B-r~ 
-
~ ' --- 
w - - - -- - -- - - - -- -~~~~~~~~~~~




- - - -
- - - -





a 2 6 B 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
RNZ038) n NSRfC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
(RN2IOZ) NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIUWVI
INCIDC CNPFOS

















































































NSfDC-311 ,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
NSRDC-3110 HSF'C/LCMSC BOOSTER B CIFIWIVI
0.381
- 2 0 2 4 6
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCICW
15.000 1.000 3. GOl
15.000 1.000 3.000
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
I.DDO SREF I.3550 SQ.FT.




























a -6 - 4 -2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INC'CW WNSGPCS
NSRDC-311D MSFC/LHMC BOOSTER BIC2FWlW1V 15.000 1.000 33.O]O 1.000












LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
I I I I I I I I I~~~~~~~~~· · I 
! ! f
I I 
... ~ ~ ~~ . . . ~ .... ~ 
-X -- --- - -- -- - :~~~~~~~~~~~~~
8 - 6 -4 4 . 10 14 166 18 20 22 24 26







NSRDC-31I0,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F1lW V
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW




.D000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























.04 ' ' '-
-10
I
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL





-1o - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(RN2G 37) J NSRDC-311DGMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWI VI








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION







LMSC/MSFC RBOISTFR STIlnY. I lirTfluiJhm ruaprTrDo Trerr I'flonn- -,,,i nrTA - A
















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DE
INCIOC CNDPOS
B EIC2FIWIvZ 15.000 1.COO
R BI CFI W Vl 15 .00 2.000
MACH
-GREES
INCIVW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.0OO I .0OO SREF 1.3550 S.FT.
3.000 1 .000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES











wIndL IIr t,,,, DUUIEI~ ~)JUU§t LUIJU| IUUJIn/L brl/ln/n, IcnsJdl t,.J lid~Ul,, dllit Ublln -- v
~1i 
I J , i j-j ,,, ,, .. ··ii, , , I r!ib ··i r, , 
,2 - tD -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 20 12 24 26 XA 20 22 24 Z6~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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NSRDC-31'0,MHSFC/ LHSC BOOSTER BICZFlIWVI






1. 100 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











































-lo -. - 6 -4 -z a 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGrRATIONi DESCRIPTION
IRNoS?7) · NSRDC-,10,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWlVI(RN2045 } NSRVC-311iHSFC/LMS'C BOOSTER BICEFIWIVI
MACH 0.305
NSROC 3110. BETA = 0
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPFO INCIDW WNGPOS. REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.00S OI.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
















-D.6 -. 4 -D. 0.0 0.2 0.4
LI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURA ION DESCRIFTION
(RN1O37?) Q NSRDC-3110MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
RN~a 45) ] NSRDC-311, MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BCBZFI WIVI
0.381
FT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.0DDO 1.bDO 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQO.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0
.o I I I I I I I I I I I I · I I I Ii I i I I I I I -I I I I I I i i " i I i I I I I ' i







NSRCC-3110 HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW1Vl
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIVI
0.381
ANGLE , BETA, DEGREES
INCIGC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
IS 000 1.0O0 3.000o 1.D00 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES









































-. O' . . . . . .
-i 6 -14 -12 -10 - a
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
_ _ ...... _~~~~~fI 










NSRCC-311,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F lWI V
0.381
- 2 0 2 4 6
P ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
6 a 1 12 14
INCIDC CNDFPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.



















































1 .4 . .. -2 -1 . - 6 - 4.I 
14 -22 -10 .- 8 - 6 - 4 - a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCEIFTIO0N INCICC CN&FOS INCICW
NSRCC-310 M.SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BS1CZFIWIV 15.ODcI I.,OOD 3.iDO
NSROC-511OGMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 15.0Do 2,OIG 3.ODO
A CH
JNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.00D SREF 1.1550 SQ.FT.


















- 10 - -6 - -I I 
ANGLE OF
DATA SET YMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTICON
(RN2U45) Q NSRCC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER ElICZFWIVI(RN1 D) NSRDC-311.DH5FC/LMSC BO.3STE£R BSlCIFlWIVI
HA CH





CS9 NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 Z;000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.355u SQ.FT.







ANGLE OF 'ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
-6 -6 -. 4 - Z 2 4
ANGLE OF
OL CONFIGURA TION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,FSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVl
NSRDC-3110, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER Bl CF1I Wl Vl
MA CH






16 is 20 22 24
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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a a 4 6 8 1H 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW.
,OSTER BlC2FWIVI. 15. 000 2.030 3.D00
3OSTER BICIFIWIVI 15,000 2.0010 3.0o0











I.00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















-0 .6. .- -,


























2 4 6 6 10 1? 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCZDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
R BICZFFIW1I V 15.000 2.000 3.000 1 .000
R BICIFIWlV I 5. 2000 . 00 3.000 1.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF I .3550 SO.FT.
LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES





LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY 9




- 2 " · _ _
-_-
-$0 -1 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA 6ET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN04II ) n NSRDC-3110,mSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIVI
(RN2Si9) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH
IINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110.






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

















































INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE. INFORMATION
3.000. 1 o000 SREF 1.3550 SO FT.
3.000 1 .000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0








( RNZ2109 ) 
MACH
I 









%5.000 o . ooi S.o0o
%15. 00 z.,btO 3.000





SREF iI .53 SO.FT.
LREF 4i .43b iNCHES
bREF 4 4;i60 INCHFa
XMRP 3., ioo4 INCHES
YRF .obod I NCHS















































_ - .0 ,. 6
-10 -:
CATA SET SYMBOL
I RN2E04 6 )
SIDE SLIP ANGLE9 BETA. DEGREES
CC~OFIGUSATICN DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSDVC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BI1CFIWIV1 15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.NSRCC-311,MHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIClFIWl V 15.0D00 2.00D 3.000 1.OUb LREF 41.4360 INCHES




0.380 SCALE 1.5000 FERCNT
PAGE 295
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NGLE
I
-14 -12 -10 - B -6 - 4 - 2
SIDE SLIP A
L CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
NSRDC-31X0,MNSFC/LMSC 0O35TER bI1C2FI WIVI
NSRDC-3llG,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
0.360
0 2 4 ,6
. BETA. DEGREES
a 10 12 14 16
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE XNFORhATION
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATIONC DESCRIPTION ZNCICC CNOFOS INCICW




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












- 0O - -6 -2 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
IRNiZS03) B NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER IC2FIlWIVI
(RNS2061 ) NSROC-3110 ,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BiC2FIWI Vl
nACH 0.381
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1GO0 3.000 2.DD000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
. | ! Tr' ,, {U ,, jmI~ IlI ·PI I!I "l' ~I ~I 'r ,, ~I'{ ,,, , . , I , I,, I r 
I
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
/ / U S v f~~~~~~~~~~/ 
_~.._.... . __ ___ _ , _ .
8 -6 -4 - 2 0 6 O1 14 16 16 20 22 24 26







NSRCC--3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFI WI 
0.381
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.O00 3.00D 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.









































STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3!10o BETA = 0
- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 13 20 22 Z4 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATON CESCRIFPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSfER BICZFI WIV 15.000 1 .DOD 3.00DD 2.00D SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.























-10 - -6 4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2It53}) NSRDC-3112,tSFCX/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FlWIVI( RN2t61/ NSRDC-311GMSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWI'VI
HA CH
6 8 10 12 14 16
: ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 3.000 2 000












LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110o BETA = 0j---- --1-r r---T - rrTT 7T71 rr *T-T1rr1-Tr -- rT FT 
6 - 4 -2
i
l0 2 4 6 8 0i 12 .14







NSRDC-31 0,MSFC/L4SC BOOSTER BC2FIWl Vl





INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMHATION
3.000 ,2.000 SREF 1.3550 S0.FT.


























































2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW
R BICZFIWIV 15.000D 1.000 3.000





















C . . . . . . . . . . . _. . I . . I _ . . 1__1 . . I . . ! . .. 1.~ I . . I . . . I . I 
.. . . . .








































INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFOAMATION
3.0D0 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, Li











CONFICGtRAT50N DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDPO0 INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-110, HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWVIV 15.O00 1.000 3.000 2.00O SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
NSRCC-311,NMSFC/LM$C B00STER BIC2F1WIVI 15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES



















































-.1 ... I - 4. -
-10 - 6 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3I10,ISFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFi WV1
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFI W V
0.381
. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
P ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
15.000 I .000 3.000
15.0110 2.000 3.000D
WNGPO -REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.0D0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












































-14 -12 -10 8












NSRCC-3IO, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2F1IWVI
NSRCC-31O,HMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FI WIVI
I






8 10 i2 14 ' 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNP-'OS REFERENCE INFORMATION
EFR BlCZFI WVI 15.000 1.DO0 3.000 2.0D0 SREF 1.3550 SOa.FT.







O-1 . _- . -. ..... -.- . . . . . . .fi . . . .I
-*O1 -8a - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
A SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW WNG
12_21 ) 0 NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FWlVI 15.00D 1.0DO 0.000 2.





18 20 22 24 Z6
OS REFERENCE INFORMATION
00 SREF 1.355U- SQ.FT.
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCLCW
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LS$C BOOSTER EIC2FIWIV1





2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












































_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
. _ _6 _ _ _ _ _ .




( RN20G85 1 C
MA CH
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FI WI V
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIW1VI
6 8- 10 12 14
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
15 .00D I .000 O.000
15 .00D 1 .000 0.00D
O. 62
16 20 22 24 26
WNGTPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION -
2.00U SREF 1.3550 Sa.FT.




















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =0
18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREE'
DATA SET SYMBOL








15 .00 O 1.OOQ O .00O
t. 382
S
S WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 St.FT.


































__ _ _ _ _ _S g ~~//r _ i ____ H _j 
' r _ _ _ _ /. _ _ _ __I
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_~~~~~~~ : ._,7,__,
'- _ __ _ / C _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
__ ~ ~ ._/ z ........ _
_ __ _ _de __ __.
= _ M _ _ _ _ , ; _i'
-10 -
DATA Si-T SYMBOL






NSRDC-31 10, N$FC/LHSC BOOS TER 81 C2FI WI Vl
NSRDC-3S10,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFlWIVl!




1 .000 I . 00
0.362















































A . , ... I ... I ... I - 'J ' * II ,II. ... I § . --GL ! ... I . .
. . . . .











ICS, NSRDC 3'10. BETA =
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSROC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1 15.G00 1.000DG .OD0 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







'C/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
~r I-- -- --- ~ r m .. I''1~*~ '.,T1 W
LU -8 -6 -4 -e 0 2 4 6 ', _ _ __ _ 2. 2 2
J4~~~~~
10 - a ~, ~6 -4 - 0 9 4 $ a J.O IZ 14 1,6 % 8 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET gYMBOL CONFIGUfCATION CESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WN6POS
(RNZO ) NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER ElC2FlWIV1, 15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000






































- - - - - - - - -
- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - ----
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3;10, BETA
., , . X . . * 1 , . w , . . . 7 f. -. . -- : r rT * .
.~~~~~, _ _ . . .. f. , .. ..
I I
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL





NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2ZFI VI
NSRCC-311.,HSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWlVl
INCIDC CN9FOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.00r 1.DOD 0.000 2.00C






































































"~ ~ i y , . 7'~ - w 't · f] . , .~" dY1 T -b- n , I r · m [ ,[ [rrl .q17 -tTT t . , · ~ · i [ [ i' · [
- ___. _, _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-. _..... _
_ . _ -'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
',._ _ __-. __
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ ,. .. . _.._




-12 -10 - i 6S -4 I 4 I








'INCIDC CNCROS INCICW WNGFPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




























.005 - - _
LLJ .000 - - - -









-16 -14 -12 -IO - -6 -4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNN20Z) O NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTIR BICZFIWV1V
(RN2066) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER ICIFIWIVI1
A CH
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
15000 1000 0.00.D OD
15 .000 1.000 0.000
0.381
WNGF'OS REFERENCE INFORHATION
2.00G SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNCFOS
R BIC2FlWIVI 15.000 1.000 [ 000o 2.0DU
R BICI FWIVl 15.000 1.000 0.000 2.0G0
REFERENCE INFORMATION .
SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .43'60 INCHES





























.- --_- a 6 4
I I
4 - 2 
.1 _ I
2 4 6 8 O1 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





NSRDC-31S1,MSFC/LMSC BOOST0 R 13C2FZWI.VI
NSCRC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B:CIFWIVVY
INCIDC CNrPOS INCICW WNGPOS
r5 .000 2.000 0.000 2.000































_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' . - __
-~~~~~F ___j. _ _ 
_' . _~ _ _ _.__...I
_ _~ ~~~~~~~~~~ , . _, __
1i

































NSDRC-311G HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BLCIFIWIVI
8 10 12 14 16 1
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
15.000 2.00 G0.000 2.000
15 .000 2.000 0.000 2. DOD
. 381
























L · .I . .I .  .- -I




NSCRC-3110 ,MFC/LMSC BOOSTER BiCIFIWIVI
10.381
CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110O BETA = 0
6 8 10 12 14
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW
15 .D0D 2.000 0.000
15.000 Z.OOO 0.000
.WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
2,000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








































2.000 SREF 1.3550. SQ.FT.

















-1..-6 -4 -2 ... 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNo2029s) NSRCC-31o0,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWIV1
(RN0Z93l) NSDRC-3115IMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlV1
MACH 0.381
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIC CNCPOS INCICW WiIGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.00D 2.0DD O.DO 2O000 SREF 1.355U SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOS' [ER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSROC 3110, BETA = 0
I -- ___ ___ _I _-_
7- .-- _ _- . . __B-
6--_ -- _____














IRNZ029 O R S
(RN2093 ) -
MA CH
2 10 12 14 16 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSROC-3110. ,iFC/LMSC BOOSTER SIC2FIWIVI
NSDRC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWI VI
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000

















































-.00 - - -4
-10 -a -6 -4 2- 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DA7A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2029) Q NSRCC-31t1GSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BiC2FlWIV1
(RN2093) NSDRC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIClFIWIVI
MA CH








2.00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























ri T l ! 1 i i - . l I ' ! J I J'" l l l l I
s I X X I l'111~
I. s 
_ 
__X _ m _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~









NSORC-3110I MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI





























































-. 08 a S :
-16 -14





-6 -4 - 2 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC EOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
IRDC-311,OMSFC/LN$C SOCSTER B1CFI Wl V
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
15 000 2.000 0.000





10. 12 14 16
S REFERENCE INFORNATION
0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
0 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
iREF 41.4360 INCHES


















-10 -8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ON DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 01CZFIW VI 15.,00 2.000 0.000




2.DD0 SREF * .3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 4 4.4360. INCHES





LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSROC 3110, ALPHA =





















14 -12 -10 - h - -4
SIDE SLI
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-311 ,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWI1V
NSRDC-311.GNSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFI Wl Vi
0.361
- 0 2 4 6
P ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW
15.00o 2. 000 0.00D0
15.0DO 2.000 0.000
8 10 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.00 SREF I .3550 SQ.FT.




ZMRF. 0 .2250 INCHES





























2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCWID WNGPOS
R BCZFI WIVI 15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000






















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
D0TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
cRNzH 53) n NSRCC-31Jo MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFLWIVl
ENZ117) 1 NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BCOSTR BCIFI WI VI
MA CH 0.381
INCIOC CNDCPOS INCIDW WNCGPCS REFERENCE INFOPMA TION
15.DDD 1.DCD 3.0DD Z.D00 SREF 1.355G SQ.FT.



















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_! _ !T i -IT ! * i ! i w ! · i i - ! i i,' ! ! ! i ! i ~ ! ! r . . T . . i-
I I I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_- &-- Z-: -. _ _ _A
,_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.__,____
[ .......--.e.-- .... e__..~. .~s..... , .. ....,.. .








NSRCC-3110, HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICl F WI V
K, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNOPOS INCICW

























































_ll _I I t i l l l I=' _l ~l _w w w 'l ~ u l
,-rr
I ___ .
j _. . ... 
























































.-t - - 6 - 4 - 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUOATION CESCRIPTION
(RN210531) NSRCC-311,MSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F1WIVI(RN2117,) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH




15.000 1 .ODO 3.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES




















rER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. _ ....
S~~ _ . .___..
1t f i tH;Lt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
t XX~tT










2 4 6 8 10 I
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,
CONFIGURATIOCN ESCRIPTICN
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICEFIWLVI












































































-C0 - 6 -AS - 4 -2 0 2 4
CA SET .5YML CONFIGURAT1ON CESCRIFTION
(RN?.3) CI NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZF1WIV1







2.Uo00 REF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICF Wl Vi
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIOW WNGPOS
15 . o 1.00DD 3.000 . 2.000































































i - - --- - - - "-- - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-1Z 8 - 6 .1
SIDE SLIP
CONFI GURATION CESCRIFTION



































































- ( RN21 1 ) A
MACH
I 1
-14 -12 -10 - a
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW1VI
NSRDC-361SO SFC/ LMSC BCOSTER BlClFIWlVl
0.38%
I I I
. ". ,. .... ,,t'''
w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
'1
b - - l k --| L ....... - -
6 10 12 14 16
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIOW WNCFOS REFEHENCE INFORMATION
15.000 .0r00 3.000 ,.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







----- - - -
-6 -4 - ,n 0 ,2 4 6







-j -. 05 - -_
Ld
-. 5
-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 -6 - 4
SIDE SLI
CDATA SET SY/rdSOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(fN2S54) ! NSRCC-3110MH FC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIVI
(RNZ11Sii) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIW1Vi
0.381
- 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
P ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNC-POS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.00L0 3,0OD 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























2 4 6 a 10 . 2 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTAC,. ALPHAv DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGP
TER 0BC2FIWIVI 15 .GG 2.100 3.0D00 Z.O
TER qBCIFIWIVI 15i.00 2.000 3.000 Z.0
-OS REFERENCE INFORMATION
D50 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1.5I 00 PERCNT
PAGE 342
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET ¥Y530L






INCICC. CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.G00 2.000 3.OOD 2.0O0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































*~r1 C~. ,X,,/ANbLE UO
CCIRFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFI WI V1
0.385
6 8 10 1; 14 16 .11
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIEC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS
5,15000 . 2.000 3.000 2.00D1













































2 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
STER B1CZFIWIVI 15.01O0 2.G0G 3.GOD 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1.5C0 0 PERCNT
PAGE 345
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA O0
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ___ ________________
r~~ _. - ...-. -- _ __ _ ___ 
_ll' _eft _l! !I  ffXm _ _l~lllblwl W!Iw E~! WE ~.fm'! l -
^-__ __ _ / f~~~~~~~~~~Em[~1
_ W f _ __ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
r _ _ _ _ } 4 - _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_. g C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i 
P- _ _ - F 
- . _ g _ __~~~~~'//
Tfffit S T~
>-~ ~ _1._ --- I ---- 4 ,
2 a 10 12 14 16
I
18 20 22 24 26E6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL
( 11 RN2061 )










2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































- a8 -4 -2 0
I I.I I . L
.SI
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
-- _ ____ _ _ -- - - I---
".... ______
· ,~~~
.- I/.......... ] .- ........
.- - - ---- __ __ . _ _





6 8 10 12 14
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW
15.000 2. 0L0 3. 000
15.000 2.000 3.0Oo
16 18 20 22 24
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.






- 6 L_ .
-10 - 6
DATA SET S/'MCOL
( RNZO 6! )

















































NSRDC-311O MSFC/LMSC BOO00TR DBICFIWIVI







2.00O SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRF 31.1400 INCHES










































0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
COEFFICIENT. CL
I INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW
15.CaO 2.000 3.G00
15i.OO 2. 00 3.0O0
0.385
1.4 1.6 1.6 2.0
WNGPOS
2.000 SREF





















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
D 12 1. G6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
Q NSRCC-31S0 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
NSRDC-31OHMSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
A CH 0.381
INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



































.- I _ ........
[- - --- 








- -6 - 4 - Z 0 6 8 1I
.1









































.'Jrf _ _ _ . _ _ . _ !!!!!!!I!i!!iiI!!Ji!i!·!!!!!!ii -.
_ ~~~~C X___._-




-6 -4 -2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BET
INCICC
ER B1CZFIWIVI 15.000




























-I6 -14 -l. -10 - - - 4
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET ?YHMOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
{RNZO62) ~ NSRCC-31tO MSFC/LMSC 600S1ER BiC2FIWVI1
1RN2126) NSRDC-3110,MHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 6BiCFW1VI .
MACH
-2 0 , 2 4 6
I ANGLE,r BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW
15.00D 2.0DD0 3.OO

































I RN2L73 ) 
NACH
BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL
8 -6 -4 -2
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSRCDC-311,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1ClF1Wl V
N SRDC-3110MSFC/ LHSC BOOSTER B1 CI FWIVI
0.381





1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.




















2 4 6 8 t0 IZ 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BICIFI WIV 3. 000 1.000 0.000
BICIFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000
0.361
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
































_ _ _ t _~~~~~A-.-------.
-.o -




a -6 -4 - 2 4 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26








INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1 .5000 FERCNT
PAGE 355
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY,




















-0.- 6_ - -
-50 -80 - 6 -4A - ~
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN2065) Q NSRDC-3110,$ SFC/L NSC BOOS
(RN2073) NSRUC-3IiONSFC/LH4C BOOS
MACH
2 4 6 a ID 1 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
TER BICIF1WlIV1 3.DUO 1 .(0O 0.001
TER SICIFlWIVI 3.000 2.0UO 0.000
0.381
WNGFCS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.U000 REF 1.3550 S$.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
_ I _ -
t- { | t l ~~~//~
: II - I- 1 ---j
.00 L--
-10 -
CA TA SET SYHMOL





· 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1






6 18 20 22 24 26
INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 I.C0O SREF 1.355D SQ.FT.



























MSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA : 0
- lI t_ _--A _ ___-- 1-- --
_- _ . _ _ 7 7 - _ - -_ - ._ ,_ ,
10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2' 4 6 e io. 12 14 16 16 2'0 22 2 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IRN2D65) ' NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BLCIFlWlV
(RN2073) . NSRCC-310jNMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
HACH 0.381
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICDW WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00 1.000oG 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















































"TIl wI T / T TR T !T *l ! , i !- ~ i * ~' ! ! , ! ~ ! · i i !1 I ~ ! · ! · ! * I * i * $ ~ *!
_ .. , ".
-T _ gi I vn- D~~~~~' 
I -L--- -- X-a-
- -6 -4 -2
DATA SET b'HBOL CONFIGURiATION CESCRIPTIC
(RN2s65s I " NSRDC-3110HMSFC/LMSC BOO'
IRfi2c73) a NSRDC-311G,FSFC/LHSC BOO5
MACH
0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
*4 INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW
STER BlCIFIWIVI 3.000 1.O00 0O.100
STER BlCIFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000
0.381
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA =
1 T·i~ llTl T · ~ '!i!!i '·! .. '·!i, "!~~! 
...... .,,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
__ .. ~ 
r' w 






-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 o0. 1.0 1.2 1.4
LIFT -COEFFICIENT, CL :




3.000 1 .000 O. O I .00 SREF


















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
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NSRCC-3110, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B0ClFIWIVI
NSRCC-3LO,NMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVl
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INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.0O0 O.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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0.000D 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP . 31.1400 INCHES
YMRF 0.D000 INCHES
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NSRDC-3110, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER 81CIF WlVI - 15.000 1.0D0 0.000 1.000
NSRDC-3110,MFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWiVI 15.000 2.000 0.00D 1.i.O
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WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
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CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION' INCICC CNPCFOS INCICW WNGFPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C1FlW1V1 3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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NSRCC-3110,MSFCXL/L C BOOSTER BICIFIW1V1
0.381
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1 .000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S .FT.
3.000 E 2.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
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(R2106 LR NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC 8OOSTER BiCIFIWIVI
MACH 0.3B1
NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
Z 0 2 4 6 8 1a 14 16
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00D 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF '1.3550 SQ.FT.
3;000 2.000 3.000 1.000 LREF' 41.4360 INCHES
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WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIOC CNDCOS INCICW
#SRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWWVI 15.000 1.000 3.000
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI 15.000 2.000 3.000
0. 381
0. BETA = 0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
i.000 SREF 1.,550 SQ.FT.
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INCIDC CNCFPOS INCIdW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
_R B1CIFIWlVI 15.00C 1.OO 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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0.381
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INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.0G0 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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NSRDC-311jGMSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIF WI VI
0.381
8 o10 21 14 16 i6 20 22 24 26'
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





































DATA SET SYIHBL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RNtUOI: ) NSROC-3110MSFC/LNSC BOOSTEF
(RN2109) L ' NSRCC-3110OjSFC/LMSC BOOSTER
MACH 0.381
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDCW WNGrOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICIFIWIVI 15.000 l.00o 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 $Q.FT.
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NSRDC-I110 HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BS1C1FWlVI
NSRDC-310,MHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIlV
6 8 10 12 14
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INCIDC CNDPOS. INCICW
3.000 I .000 .000
3.000 2.000 0.000
i0. 38
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WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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ATTACK, ALPHA.. OEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3,000 1.0D L 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERE
R BICIFIWI VI 3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF
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CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN201B) 0 NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIlWVI












2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000
























-i8 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 -4 -t
SIDE SLIP A
EATA SET SYNDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2OBZ) I NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 0ICIFIWVI
(iN2090 ) NSRDC-3110,MSFCILMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
MA CH 0.380
*NGLE. BETA . DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
5.000 1.0010 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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NSRCC-3110,MHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER OICOFIWIV 
NSDRC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFlWlV1
0.301
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFE
15.000 1 .000 0.000 .000 SREF
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WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ085) NSRDC-3I1DNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BSCIFI W1V








2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRF 31 .1400 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES.
ZMRP 0 2250 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 FERCNT
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INCICC CNCPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFE
1 .000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF
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.,6 10 12 14 16 13 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET.S4MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2G65) NSRCC-311DMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI







2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







































~-o - a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET S.:'ISOL COCFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RfN2q5i) NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BSClFI WIV
(RN2033) HMCRC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTEf BSCIFlWIVl
0.381
6 a 10 12 14
: ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
22 24 26
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 U.oo0 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 2.00D 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
fREF 41.4360 INCHES
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZL35) ( NSRDC-3110DNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI
(R56293 ) NSDRC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH 0.381
e 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 Z6
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNBPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1S.O0D 1.0 1) 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.355O SQ.FT.
15.000 2.0G0 0.000 2.00G LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP 0.2250 INCHES
SCALE - 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 414
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DATA SET SY3C.iL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(RNn8ES) n NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFlW
(RN2993>) NSORC-3110,MSFC/LMSC VOOSTER BICIFlW
MACH 0.081
.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
iVI l 15.000 1,000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYO LATERAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 311iO ALPHA= 0 DEGREES















-. - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-10 -14 -12 -10 - -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 1O 12 14 16




SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R B8CIFIWIVi 15.D00 1.0000 0000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
g* !gw . w.. Tw I 's'' @W2wW
_ I_ _ ____
.'- ...... __·_ \ _
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 e 4 6 8 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CATA SE I YMNODi





NSRCC-3t1, HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BSCIFIWIVI
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000












































L. · _-1- -j I , , 
.10 ___
ZL
.05 - - -
LL L
LL
-.2500 - -- - -
~* -. $ -"
- .
-16 -14 -12 -10 -O -6 -4
SIDE SLIF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
{RNE286) ~ NSRCC-3110 .SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFlWIVI
(RN2094) NSRC-311..MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIU IVI
HACH 0.380
3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
ANGLE, BETA . DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 U.000 2.OO0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15. 2.000 00 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES

























:RN: A21 ) CI
MA H
NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFICUTATON DESCRIFPT: . INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRCC-SI3,MNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI 3.000 1.000 3.000 2.0DO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























NSROC-310 ,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWI V
0.380
TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110 BETA = 0





INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA . 0
2 4 6 to 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
DATA SET 5'YM0OL
( RPl; 13 ) ;.,C
HA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIDC CNFDPOS INCIDW
NSRLC-3115,MSFC/LMSC BCOSTER BICIFIWlVI 3.000 1.000 3.000




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-10 - e - 6 - 4 - 2
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTI
(RN113) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC B0
(RN2I21 ) NSRCC-3I10,MSFC/LMSC BO
MACH 0.380
0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 1a 20 22 Z4 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
OSTER B1CFl1WIV 3.000 i.OD0 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.













Il 004 ' 
_
LL .40 -.. .
LL
U
U .30 - - -
o .
.20
-zo -8 - 6 - 4 - Z 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA $ET sTNEOL COIJFIGURAT.ION DESCRIPTION
(RNTIIS) Q NSR0C-5110HS* FC/LJSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
(RNZ! T1) NSNDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOCOSTER BSC1FIW1Vi
NACH 0.38Q
6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMNATION
3.000 1 .D00 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3!10, BETA =0
. _ . . . , .___
: _t_. _ --
, .- __ /-1 _
-_ t_ _ _ 
_o - I ---- - -- --- - I O 2 1 6 Ja D 2 4 2
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYIOCL
RN21 13 ) 






3.000 1.000 3. 000
3,000 2.000 3.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION









































LMSC/MSFC RBOOSTFR STIIlY. IONGITUDIFNAI CHARACTFRISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0





__ _ t_ __ t- _ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- ___ ___ _t _g _ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMi8CL CONFI
(RN2113) q NSRDC
1GURATION CESCRIPTION










2.000 SREF 1.3550 SS.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRF 31.1400 INCHES












































G -. 4OSa 0
I
L
-°.0 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
CRNS113) 9 NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI{RN21ZI) NSRDC-3110iSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH
CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC







2.0UO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











































. rv ' 
_. _ ;_.__ .   _
b- - =- - - ==-= = = = ==-~~~~~~.'






- -- - -- 




( RN21 1, ') Q
(RN21 VI
HACH
-14 -12 -1 0 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP
COFICGURA TION CESCRIFTICN
NSPDC-3110 HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWlV1
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CIFWIVI
2 0 2. 4 6
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WN
3.000 1.000 3.000 2
3.000 2.000 3.000 2
0.331l
a 10 12 14 16
NGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.













LL -. 00 -
LL.
IATA SET SYMBOL CONFI(,URATICM CESCRIPT10N
LL
~ -. 0"
-°04~%G ;14 -12 -la -a -G -4
SIDE SLI
]DATA  S L FIG ION DESCRIPTION
(RN2114) 1 NSRDC-3110NISFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC1FIWlVl
(RNZ212) NSRDC-3110jHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIlWIV
MACH






2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























_~~~~~~~~ "_. ' ' ., _
-2: - - - 6 -4 - 2 0 2






10 12 14 16B
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 3. 000 Z. 000
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IUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3:10. BETA =0
. / / /.













2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BICIFIWIVi 15.000 1.000 3. io000




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 :INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES




















































2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























2 4 6 ·.8 0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICIFIWIVI 15000. 1.000 3.00 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























I RN21 17 ) 
( RNi1 25 )
MACH
-4 -- 2 0
{
_ _ _ 
_ -if/ r. 
= I I aC I I I I I I I I I I I 
_J__ -v-  F - ____ ____,
,_____ _/ _
_ __ _ ___:/
_2 4 O1 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTON INCICDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVi 15.000 1 .000 3.000 2.00D
NSRDC-J110,M5FC/LMSC BOOSIER BlClFIlWIV1 15.000 2.000 3.ODD0 2.00
0.3861
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. - - - - X ii .
----- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f ??.)/ ii_
.- -- - - - / 8~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
P- -- - -- /
- -- - -- -- //
b--- - -- - / ·
.- -- . - - z z~ 
w-----;g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,----- ---
l - -- - r K __ _ ___ ___~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~" 
__ _ _ _ _..._ , _._.._.._ .. _.
2 .4 6 8 10 ¢5 14 16 18 20 Z2 24 26






NSRDC-3110, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BCIF1 WIVl
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC1FIWIVI
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS
15.000 1.000 3.000 Z.000





















































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS
tR BICIFIW1V1 15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000
R BCIFIWiVI 15.00 2.0DD 3.ODD00 2.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION












LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 31!0. BETA = 0
2 0 2 4 6 e
I.
14 18 20 22 24 26
CDATA SET SYMBOL
(iRNZ2 17)(RNZj2S2 )
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI






2.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































4 -- - X -- - - - · , / , --
__ _ __ __ _ _ _ -- / > 7- 0__ _ _ H _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~











-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LI
DATA SE7 SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCJFPTION
(RN2117' Q NSRDC-3110,5SFC/LMSC BCOSTER BICIFIWIVI(RNH1-5) . NSRDC-31,S0 MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
HA CH
G.6 0.8 .0 1.2
FT COEFFICIENT, CL
·. INClDC CNDFOS INCIOW




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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,,, .~ .g.. . , , _ T r... .. - * ._- .
' ,, ! . ,, --- 
· 
b~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
B- - - - --- -- - - - - =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
......... 
~ , ,,K
- - -- n -- - -- - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~: "' 
-14
I I




DATA SET SYMBOL . CONFIGURATION DESCRfPTION
(RN212iI NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFlWIVI
(RN2I26) 2 NSROC-3110MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIF1WIVI
I 1 I i







0 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































- 6 - 4 - 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE
CONFiGURATION DESCRIPTION
SRCC-351 MHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlClFlWlVl
NSRDC-3l10,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTEfi BICIFlWlVl
I
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
E. BETA, DEGREES.










































... ~'"i' ... ... ,. ;. '
.-- . -:- . : __ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I..
1X=XL f f~
W __ = _ __ =- _ = ==-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
__.- : X _ _I
I I
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS.
'l ' - ' .. …...
. 1 5 - - . . . - . .- . . -
. . . .
.10 -- ' ' -
.05 - - - -
.00 -- --- -
-.05 ~ L - 1t 
-. 1o
-. i5










% 5.00 2.000 3.000
0.380
8 10 22 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 i8 20 ZZ 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNOPOS XNCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NR OICIFIWlVI 3.000 1.0DD 0.000 l.000 SREF 1.35550 SQ.FT.
R BICIFIWIVI 15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES













-. 04 SET SYBOL
DATA SET 5YMBOL








2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 - 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
R BlCIFIWIVl 3.00o. 1.O0 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FTr.





























( RN20O5 ) q
IRN2069 ID
H.CH -
-4 - 2 o 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATT
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION
NSRCC-310, HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIClFiWlVi
NSR$C-311O,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI

























-10 -8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SiNSOL 80 CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTION
(INZ065I Q NSRDC-3110,"SFC/LHSC BOOSIER B1CIFIWIVI
(RNZ0691 L, NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B8CIFIWIVI
NACH 0.381
NSRDC 3110. BETA
ATTACK 9 ALPHA, DEGREES
iNCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





































._____ ____ __Z -? 
_ _ _ ~~~/ ?T_ 
.__ _. j__/ 
i_._ -- 7- ___ _ 1-r
00




6 a 10 12 14 16 20 22 24
WNGFOS . REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 So.FT.







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW
R B1CiFlWIV1 3.000 l.OCO 0.000
R BICIFIWI¥1 1 .000 - I .000 0.000
DATA SET 5ffH01-
1 RN2065 ) R
RlaRt169, 2
MA CH . 381


























6 8 10 12 14
F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGRI
INCIOC CNDcOS INCI




IDW WNGPO$S EFERENCE INFORMATION
000 1.000 SREF 1 .3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1 .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 446
























2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDCFOS INCICW WNGPOS
R BICF1Wl VI 3.000G .000 0.000 1.000
R BICIFI W1V 15.000 1.000 0.000 1.O0O
0.381
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-~ _ , Q-- .
L _ -L __ _ < i
o e













INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 I1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
NtRDC-31 1 0DIFFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIVI 3.000 1.000 G.000 1.000











LMS'C/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY,. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
· I .r ' w lr II i ! ! · I I r;! II ' "1! i -t'iwl " 
r _ _ = = _ __ _ _ _ _ i = - =
__._~~~~~~ .'_g-:-<:_
. _ : _ _ _ _ __,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
_~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~ -_ 
_i __
~~... 
































































-- S - -.. -10 - . -6 -4
-16 -14 -12 -10 - a' - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET S5ri.N OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION, INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
1RN 206) (I NSRPDC-311,MHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV1 3.000 1.00o( 0.000
C R;1JZ.OT,) NSRDC-311J ,MSFC/LMSC BOO8 TER B1CIFIWIVI 15.000 1.O00 0.000
MACH 0.381
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























































INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















I RNZu7 ) 7
RNZ20 77 1
MA CH
- 6 - 4 - 2 2 4
ANGLE OF
COMFIfUkiATION ESCRIFTI0ON
NSRDC -3110, D FC/LHSC BOOS ER B C FWi VI
NSRDC--3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BiCIFIWlVI
0.381






:.0G0 RnEF 1.5550 SO.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA 0
-. 04 -
-i0
_,,,J w'" w';i. J .. t. . .. r ws I " 
Z
w ff~l 'jg JrI Iw wT·vI T~i "vIl ~ jr·IJw 'i· rT 'i 
- - - - - ---- -~~~~~~~~· : 





- - 6 -4 -2 0 4 10 2 14 16 1S 20 g2 24 2_
CATA SET SYIM0.
(RN5D73)





INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNCGOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
Z.CCD P..iO L. 0DD 1.OO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























































- 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6





















~ 1 i1! i1r _l i1_ Ii! T1 ''1 _1 __! __"''~ T rl iff f !












-10 - a -6 -4 - 2 4
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SY80MBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN2073) NSRCC-i3110 NiSFC/LMSC BoOSTER B1CIFIlWIV
(RN2D7O) NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIUIVI
MACH
6 a io 12 14 16
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WnNG:OS
3. 000 2. OO11o O.000 i .IOO

















t4SRCC-51i0NMSFC/LMSC SBC"STER B1CIFI W1VlI
NSSDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWlV1
0.361







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN2073) NSRCC-3110DNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIClFlWIVi
(RN27r ) NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVi
MACH 0.381
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPCOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.0001 2.00 0.00o 1.OOUj SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




ZMRP 0. 250 INCHES
SCALE 1 .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 458
.20








-0.6 -J~.4 -0.2 0.09 0.2 0.4
CATA SEr S¥YNHOL COiNFGURATCN4 CDESCRIPTION
(RN2073) i NSRDC-51IL)H MFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI
(RN2077) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
HACH 0.381
FT COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.0o0 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1 3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
. ,, , . . I . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...
.







DATA SET SYrHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( RNZ:G74 )





_ 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 *6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPO$ INCIDW
_R BICIFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000
_R BICIFI WVI 15.000 2.000 0.000
0.30S
8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE. INFORATION
I .000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















































T · * W I · . r



































4 6 I0 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.355U SQ.FT.


































-16 -14 -12 -10 - - 6 -4
-16. 12  - e -  -
SIDE· SL I
CATA SET SrYMOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTLON
(RN2074) Q NSRDC-3110MSFCX/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RN2078) NSROC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTCR BICIFIWIVI
MACH 0.301





1.000. SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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I (NZCV35 1 C
MACH
- 4





2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
R BlCIF Fl W V 3 .D0 1.000 0.000



































-0o - S - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON
(N2081) Q NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIVI
¢RNZOS J NSRDC-3150,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
MACH
6 8 10 12. i4
: ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPFOS INCIDW
S.000 1.000 0.000




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




ZHRP 0 .225 0 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 464
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16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















-0.4 - - -
-10 - S - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CDESCRIPTION
[RN2081 ) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BCIFI WI V








2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

















--2r- a - 6 - 4
'UDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
0 2 4 8 l0 14 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CRNr01) Q NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
(RN2aI5J NSRC-3510,HM5FC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIW1Vl
HA 'H 0.380
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.00D 0.000 2.0O0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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INCIOC CNIFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.OD0 0.000 2.000
































































8 10o 12 14
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
3.000 , 1 .00 0.000
15 .000 1. 00g 0.000
16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
















IICS. NSRDC 3!10. BETA = 0
_,, ! !. .,- 'iw .. !. ., ',. ,,, ..~ ! ~, w ·!" ·E~ i·W VI! !'''
_ ~~~~~~~,.









0.8 o.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1 .8 .0
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
IRN20oI ) NSROC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTEiR BICOFI W1 V
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
- T r f- i -t * T ,, ,, ,. *. I**F, 
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-- 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA 9 DEGREES
INClpC CNDPOS INCIDW
ER B1 C1FIWIVI 3.000 1 000 0.000




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






































































CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA =
- 2 0 2 4 6
P ANGI-E. BETA. DFfGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
3.000 1 .000 0.000
15.0O0 1.000 0.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







































! ! i! !i· !i I ii w!· !' v vi~ !If i'tv- i· ·i ,
X f <t tfff~~~~.
E~~~~~ 
- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a tO1 i2 4 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 31CIFIWIV1 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
NSCRC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1ClF'lWIVI 15.000 2.00 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES












IMPC/MFCr RPPICTFP TllnlY. Ir 1'NSITIIINAI l.CHARACTFRISTlrC. NqSRIlC 311n. BETA = 0
'VV W/fIlvl T. V U U *. I L--I iJ I U U~I  ~ L ... U 1 1 U I I,.11VlI.. T/ II 11|1M~1 &1 VI &¥tll lltl I,.vI¥_^ v6 ,I v _*
~~~_L .....
i~at Xf/X
1~1 _ 4 -6 2 _ 6 8 10 %2 14 16 20 2~ 2 Z
OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RT2QSI) 0 NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
I(N2593 I) NSCRC-J310,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MACI
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIClFIW VI 3.000 2.00D 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 s8 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CIJNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORiMATION
R BICFFI WIV 3.000 2.D000 0.000 2.001] SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R EBCIFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
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DATA SET ¥YMtOL CONFIGURATON CESCRIPTICN
(RNSOa9) C NSRCC-3.10.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RNZ93 ) NSCRC-311UHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B/CIFIWIVI
H~H ~0.380
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 . 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.0030 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























.10 - - - _ 
_
.00 . . .. . I 
-iO - 8 - -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZDS9) Q NSRCC-311D,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER VICiFIWIVI(RNZ093, ) NSCRC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 0lCIFl W VI
MACH 0.380
. ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNfFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.00i OREF 1.355C SQ.FT.


























2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
NGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
BICIFIWIVi 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 $Q.FT.

















































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 a : 20 Z 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNFPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICF1SWIVI 3.000 2.ooo .o000 2.000 SREF I .3550 SQ.FT.
R BICIFSWIVSI 15.000 2.DO .0000 2 000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XIIRP 31 .14CS INCHES



















NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE ZNFORHATION
NSgDC-311G, SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 O0.00 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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2.000 SREF 1.3550 So.FT.
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- 6 -4 -2 O 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATICO DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110NhSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICSFIWIVI
NSRLC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BClFIWI V1
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPFO
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.00
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.00
0.379
8 10 12 14 l6
DS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
0 LREF 41.4360 INCHES









































-1 -14 -12 -10 -- -4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMHO80L CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION .
IRN209G) Q NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1ClFlWIVI
{RN2094J NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMHSC 800STER BlCtFlWIVl
MACH 0.379
- 2 0 2 4 6 8 IU 12 14 S 
P ANGLEo BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNOFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.0 0 SfREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES













































2 4 6 8 10 I2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNOFPOS INCICW
R 01ClFIWVI 3.000 1.000 3.000
R BICIFIWIV, 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.383
16 18 20 22 24
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-10 -. -e - -. 
* a - C - 6 - 4 - 2
DATA SET SSYMBOL CONFIGURATIONJ CESCRIPTIO7I
¢RN2097) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
IRN21 1) 2 NfNiDC-310H,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTE
NACH
2 4 6 B 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW
R BICIFIWIVI 3.000 1.000 3.000
R 131CIFIWlVl 1S.D00 1.000GU 3.000
0. 383
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
I.00D SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.








LL .004 0 2 4
0
Li
RN209- -110,MFCLMSC STER .0 CFlWlVl
RN1RC1 FLSC T lClFlWll
-. 5
-so - - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
OATA SET $¥HBOL COfFIGUNATZON CESCRIPTION
CRNSOS?) fl NSRCC-511oMSFC/LH$C BOOSTER B1CIF1WIVIIRN2/ } ) NSROC-311 DHSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFI WI VI
MACH 0.383
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.DO 1 .000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






























A TA SET SYHDOL
I RN21D7)
MACH
__~~~~ _---I---- -_ __ ___ .- _-----
? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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15 .:00 1.000 3.000
16 18 22 24 26
WNCGOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1l.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








NSRfiCC-3110, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIV1
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a -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4
I I
6 8 10 1Z 14 t6 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCIDC CNOPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI 3.000 1.D00 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SGQ.FT.




















-lo - ~ - 6 - 4 - 2 0 e 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
,, (RNZU9 7 ~ "n NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER ICIFIWlVI
(RNZIO1 NSR:C-3.110,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIF WI Vi
MACH 0.383
- ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCPOS INCICW WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.ODO 1.GOD 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.O000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
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( N21 1 )
i
-4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION CESCRIP-T[ON
NSRDC-3110 .MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIW1"lI
NSRDC-31JHMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFJl IVI
I
6 8 la 12 14
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW

















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARAC' [ERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = O
I~~~~~~
;ww- Bw |W s w-r- wW w Trr 171 7T-rg i-1T .. i-
r I r-- 
tT-Xf r<<X~~~~~
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I 1 1 j 7 7- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 I
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0.0 0.? 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDFOS
NSRoC-3110MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 1.000
NSRCC-3110,MsFC/LNMC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 1.000
U.3s6
I I1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ,Fl.
















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31109 ALPHA
-. 08 t -
-16
= 0 DEGREES
I I *, I- I r *' . · . i . I . w . . I w . '" rT . I ;f r I . . I i . m I , . 1 . -
'i
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........... _ _






-12 -10 - 8 6 -4 -
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION DESC.RIPTION
NSRCC-31.i,NMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFI W V
NSRDC-31i;,SMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER SClFIWI VI








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
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-10 - 6 - 6 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES







NSRCC-3110S NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
0.381
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.O00 3.D000 1.00 SREF 1.3550 S. FT.





































































-2 0 2 4






INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











































2 4 6 8 o1 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIL'W WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
TER BICIFI1WlV 3.00D 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































2 4 6 6 t0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
TER BICIFIW1Vl 3.000 2.00 3s.0o0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 sQ.FT.
























ATA SET SYB -OL
¢ RN109 5)
4ACH





2 4 6 8 iO 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIrC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R DICIFIJWIV 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
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(RNZ 09 ) L
MA CH





0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK° ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
OSTER BICIFIl WIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000






t8 20 22 24
REFERENCE INFORMATION






























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
b - -- - - -- ..- -- ....-- - -, -
b-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ J
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___ o_7T--
[fff tt'f
8 10 12 14 16 16 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET S'YMBOL
(RN2I OS ) Q









INCIDW WNCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








































-10 -8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 I 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYHMOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN.JI 5 - ) NSRDC-3J110.,KFC/LSC OOCS0TER B.CIFIlWIVI(RIN210 39 NSRDC-310,H SFC/LMSC BCGS0 ER BIClFlWIVl
MACH







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2105) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RN109S) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMC. BOOSTE
MACH 0.381
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNCGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
NR B1CIF WI V 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R BlCIFIWlVI 15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






















( RN21 D5 )











1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-- 4~~~~ !\ ! ' r ! ! ! ! ! ! % ! · ! w f f ! ! r f r ! w i ! · i k !
t .. .',,, 
tXX;XX~~~~.~,,
L _ __n_ _
=- =_ _=
1 I1
-12 -10 :- a
I
- 6 - 4
I I I
2 4 10 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLEV BETA, DEGREES
DCATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RNZ106O) NSRDC-3110oHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWtVI.
IRN2I10) NSRVC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MA C
INCIDC CNPFOS INCICW WNGPOS
3.00G 2.000 3.000 1 .000
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-16 -14




























( RN2 'i A pCH
MA CH




~~~~~~~~~~~~~...i , . ., 
-
_
- 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION






8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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CATA SET SYMBOL
i RN21 Or I 




NSRDC-311DMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC1FS WI V1






a \ 2 14, 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA =
- 6
0




4 2 0 14 1 6 i8 20 24 26












INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.















































-10 - 0 - 6 - 4 - £ A 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYHMOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN2113) Q NSRVC-3110 HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIClFlWlVI
(RNZ117) L NSRDC-311GMSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH
6 8 10 12 14
:ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNPPOS INCIDW




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



































NSRCC-31iO MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWI V





[UDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
20 22
K. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDCOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.G0D 1.000 3.000 Z.00G SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.























-10 -e - 6 -4 - 2
;, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW
. B1C1 FI W VI 3.000 1. 00 3.000
:R B1CilFlW1V1 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.380
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 Sa.FT.


















-10 - -6 -4 - 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET STMOCIL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION




3.000 1. 000 3.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 1.000 3.000
NSROC-311,0MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWI Vl 15.000 1 .00 3.000
0.380
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































- 6 - 4 - t 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET ~rYMOL CONFIrGURATION DESCRIPTION
F(RN2113) NSRDC-3t1HM5FC/LHSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIVI
(RNH21!7) NSRDC-3J10, HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFl WIVI
A CH
[ERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
6 t10 1i 14 16
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
3. G 1. 00DD 3.00G 2.0 0G
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-. C -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
DATA SET SYWvL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2113) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
(RN11T7) NSRCC-3l10,iSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 1IClFIWIVI
MACH . 380S
ICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 .8 Z.O
EFT COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNFGOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.D000 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41 .436D INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES





LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
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-12 -10 - 8 - 6
SIDE SLIP
CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTIC44




0 2 4 6
E, BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
3.000 1. OD 3. 000









































































INCIOC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.D00 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.
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: > < 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
AS S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
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15 .00 1.000 3.000
3 10 1' 2 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










































(RNZ5 '1 i C
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 .GOO 3.000 Z.DDO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















-04 - 4 -
-:0 - -6 - 4 - 2
CATA SET S-MOO. CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN2121) NSRcC-31G14iMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFWIVI(RN2125, I NSRDC-3110,HSFC/L4MSC BOOSTER 1ICIFlWIVI
MA CH 0.38Z
2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDROS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 .OOO SREF 1.35:0 SQ.FT.
























6 8 10 12 14




ICS. NSRDC 3110i BETA = 0
WNCPIOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.
.00oD LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 NSRDC 31I0, BETA = 0
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NSRDC-310,hSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
0.382
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 2. 000 SREF 1 .3550 SQ.FT.




ZMRP O .2250 INCHES
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =0
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~... ._ _ 
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- 6
t
4 6 i8 10 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 Z6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN21211) z NSROC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTEk BlCIFIWIV1







2.00DD SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




































o -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET sYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2t1 I NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER SlClFWI .Vl(RNE 1j) L5 NSRCC-311[,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlClFlWEVl{ RN!~3)NSRDC-D D j M /LHS   1 C1FI1Wt V
MACH 0.382
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNOPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.D00 2.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























ICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
. , i . , *f . , , ,w . T i '. .l . , i , ! ,~ iT *' , * i 'T rT TT , , , , ,l , ,~ ,' ,i Ir[ '!
r _~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .___ _ . _~ _
_ 
--- 
.. _ __ 
_ . __~~~~~~---
.000 , , _
DATA SET SYMBOL.
U







(INzZI) J Q NSRDC-3110[,SFC/LNmC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RNZIZ5) NSRCC-3t110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
A CH¢









16 to 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















-0.3 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 .2
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
DATA SET SYMNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNOPOS INCIDW
(RNS2211 0 NSRoC-3110 MSFC/LSC BOOSTER BlCIF1IVI1 3.000DD 2.000 3.0D00
iRN2125 ) I NSRCC-31120NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 3.000
MACH 0.3582
2 1.4 1.6 5.8 2.0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XHRP 31.1400 INCHES
YMRP 0.00L' INCHES
ZMRP 0.2250 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
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